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With a 38·31 victory over SEMO,
the Murra~ State Racers kept
themselves in the hunt for the Ohio
Valley Conference title.
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Henderson satellite campus opens
by Taylo r Marie Ewing
assistant news editor

John Yates
Continued Ed. Dean

Murray State administrators
are predicting a major increase
in enrollment at the University's satellite program in Henderson thanks to a possible
campus addition.
University President King
Alexander is currently negotiating with educators in Henderson about leasing Seventh
Street Elementary School.
which closed last year.
"Right now (Henderson's

enrollment) is around 225,
which is the lowest of our four
extended campuses," Alexander said. "I expect that enrollment to double because of the
new facility and our increased
visibility in Henderson."
Center for Continued Education Dean John Yates said
Murray State courses in Henderson were previously held at
Henderson Community Col·
lege.
"(HCC) has given us office
space, and each semester we
give them a list of the classes

we're teaching. and they give
us classrooms, but they don't
really have enough room for
us," Yates said. "By moving to
Seventh Street Elementary
School, it will give us enough
space for our program and
room to grow."
Alexander said while the
University will continue to
hold classes at HCC, having a
University huilding in Henderson will greatly benefit the program.
"We'll continue to share
space with Henderson Conunu-

nity College: we're not leaving," Alexander said . .. But our
visibility was very limited,
which was an extreme disadvantage. Now we'll be in a virtually new facility in the heart
of Henderson."
Yates aho said increased visibility was an advantage of the
move. He said opening new
facilities in Paducah and Hopkinsville resulted in significant
enrollment increases.
"The biggest advantage is
the exposure and identity it
will give us in Henderson.

Right now we have classes in
HCC, but by moving and
putting our sign up, more people will begin to realize we're
offering courses in Henderson," Yates said. "The second
advantage is having the space
we need to do the things we
need to do, instead of having to
borrow space from other institutions."
Alexander said the addition
of the Seventh Street building
will be advantageous to the
University because it will no
longer be necessary to use state

funds to build a new facility .
"Another advantage is that
we had put 11 new building for
the Henderson camp!JS in our
state-capital planning process,''
Alexander said. "This facility
gives us the opportunity to
immediately move into n building. Taking that request off the
list will allow us to prioritize
other things."
Yates said the success of
satellite programs is important
to both the University and sur-

see HENDERSON /14

Organization seeks voters
by Tim Siniard
staff writer
Students interested in the voting
records of their senators and representatives do not necessarily have to
keep both eyes on politics in order to
make informed decisions on Election
Day.
Project Vote Smart (PVS), a nonpartisan organization founded by
prominent political figures. including former U.S. President Jimmy
Carter and former Speaker of the
U.S. House of Representatives ~ewt
Gingrich. is a project working to get
more young adults to vote.
Richard Kimball. president of
PVS, said the organization was
founded by Republicans and Democrats who came together on the common ground PVS represents.
"We are building a defense against
those who would attack self-gover-

nance at its heart- the citizens' ability to easily acquire information so
essential to our freedom and our ability to make prudent decisions in the
voting booth," Kimball said.
PVS, through its Web :.ite and
pamphlets, which are distributed
throughout the Murray State campus.
provides voters with information listing interest-group ratings, voting
records and campaign-contribution
figures of U.S. House and Senate
members.
According to PVS. only 36 percent
of 18- to 24-year-olds ca~t a vote in
the 2000 elections. In addition, fewer
than half of Americans in that age
group are registered to vote. The
nonprofit group said politicians will
not talk about issues important to
young people if they do not vote.
Winfield H. Rose, Murray State
professor of government, law and
international affairs, said he uses the

PVS Web site regularly.
••ft's a source of information with
evaluations of incumbents, not challengers," Rose said. "I try to make
my students aware of the Web site."
Rose said the Web site also lists
job openings and internships that
Murray State studenL'i might lind
useful.
Interest-group ratings of Republican sens. Jim Bunning and Mitch
McConnell. as well as Republican
Rep. Ed Whitfield, may be found on
the PVS Web site and the booklet
reccmly distributed on campus
B unning and McConnell are listed
with low ratings from the National
Abortion and Reproductive Rights
Action League for the year 2000,
while the Christian Coalition grants
high ratings to both senators for 1999
and 2000.

see VOTE /14

SGA launches Hail Racers;
tailgating, free food to come
by Guier Millikan
staff writer
While many students may never set
foot inside the confines of Roy Stewart
Stadium, the Student Government Association has taken steps to pep up student
spirit.
Hail Racers, an organization designed
to boost support of Murray State athletics, was initiated this year after the SGA
Ellecutive Council decided something
needed to be done to get more students at
sporting events.
"With this new program, students
would have the opportunities that many
other fans would not have, (such as) tailgating parties, T-shirts, free food," SGA
President Jace Rabe said.
Rabe said he thought the program

would be good for freshman senators
and their freshman council to tackle.
"By focusing on freshman, we can
expect a very successful athletics support program in a few years.'' Rabe said.
Rabe said although SGA members
would love to see juniors and seniors
participate, he believes lowerclassmen
are more likely to get involved.
"Let's face it. the majority of juniors
and seniors are set in their ways and do
what they please," Rabe said. ''Jf they
don't support athletics now, chances are
they will never do so. If we target the
freshman and sophomores. we can
change the attitude towards athletics."
Chelsee Thompson. freshman SGA
senator, helped start the organization this
fall. She said SGA members thought it
would be a good idea to boost the declin-

Jenny Hahn/The News

Hail Racers members sell T-shirts and memberships from tbe south
end zone at Saturday's Racer football game against SEMO.

ing student support of Racer athletics.
Thompson said it is $5 to join the
organization. While most fans watch
football games from the stands, she said
Hail Racers members can be found at the
south end zone.
''We'll have free food and games for
people to play." Thompson said.
Saturday was the first game for Hail
Racers, which Thompson said was a success with approllimately 80 students participating.
"It went really well; we were pleased
with the turnout," Thompson said.
Although the initial turnout wac;
strong, Rabe said the program will take
time to grow.
..1 foresee it being a major force in two
to three years," Rabe said. 'This program will snowball over the months. the
sports seasons and years. What is worthwhile is worth the effort. Nothing of
value comes without hard work."
At the next football game, Thompson
said things will be done somewhat differently, with a special section in the
stands for members of the organization.
··we'll still have food and games in
the end zone, but during most of the
game. we'll be in the stands so we can
see the game," she said.
Emily Just, freshman senator, said she
thinks it is a good idea because it will be
something fun.
"For $5, students get a T-shirt, free
food, grem seating at the games. and
they get to be with and have fun with
other students," Just said. "I just think it
will be a way to get people to the games
and get them excited."
Thompson said she and Just are not
thinking ahead to basketball quite yet.
but they do know they want to put students in the !-lands and offer a place for
them to get food and do things together.
Thompson said students can join Hail
Racers throughout the year by coming to
the SGA office on the Curris Center flf'sl
floor or showing up early to a game and
paying dues.

College credit usage at all-time high,
undergraduates continue charging
by Tim Siniard
staff writer
Recent studies show a
record number of college
undergraduates using credit
cards.
Credit-card u~age among
college students has risen 24
percent since 1998, according
to a Nellie Mae study released
in April. In addirion, the study
documented a jump in creditcurd usage from 54 percent to
92 percent bct ween students'
freshman and sophomore
ycars. B~llances on student
credit l.'ards averaged $2,200
for
undcrgrauuate~
and
increased to $5.800 for graduate students.
The accumulation of debt
by college: students b. u con-

cern among finance counselors who say ~tudenLc; are
~addling themselves with debt
that will be diflicult to pay off.
Students making minimum
payments on their charge
accounts are discovering that
only a small amount of the
payment is applied to the actual principle of the debt, with
most of the payment being
applied to interest. Since mo~t
nf the payment goes to interest, students may be unable to
pay off their debt for many
years. The situation grows
worse when a student is late
making a monthly payment
because the majority of the
payment is eaten up by late
fees.
"In that scenario, you could
pay on your balance for years

and years, and your balance
would keep guing up.'' said
Sophia Jackson, a personal
finance counselor for Consumer Credit Cllunseling Ser·
vice in Durham, N.C. "It's
absolutely an epidemic - the
debts I see with young people.
It follows them into their JOs
and 40s."
The study does show, however. that average credit-card
balances have decreased to
$2,237, down 15 percent from
the year 2000.
Mary Tripp Reed, an economics and finance lecturer at
Murray State, said she asks
her Economics 140 studcnts
about their krwwledge of credit cards.

see CREDIT I 14
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( From left) Jennifer Stafford. sophomore from Benton, Justin Barr, freshman from Russelville, and Steve Saunders, fresh man from Murr ay. prepare for the Speech and Debate
Tournantcnt held at Owensboro Community College on Saturday.

Correction
In last week's edition of "The Murray State News," Lauren Horton was
named as vice president of the Black
Student Council. In reality. Horton is
the vice president of the Society for
Collegiate Journalists, and Kyra
McDonald is the vice president of
Black Student Council.

the Health Line at 762-3809 for information or go directly to the MurrayGalloway County Hospital emergencyroom.

College-head position
open for tenured faculty

be holding a meeting at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday in the Curris Center Ohio
Room for all students interested in
pur..uing n career in the field of law.
ro r more infonnntion. phone Jenni fer Payne ut 759-0581 or Joe
Chaney at 762-3459.

The position of Springer/Fmnklin
College head will be open for the
2003-04 academic year.
The college head receives a salary
supplement, one-half release time
from the academic department and
other benefits.
The application deadline is Dec. 2.
Any interested tenured faculty mem·
bers are encouraged to apply.
For more infonnation. contact the
office of the vice president for Student Affairs.

Health Services staff
attends conference

Department sponsors
Need line food drive

Student Law Association
to hold meeting Tuesday
The Student Lnw Association will

The llealth Services nursing staff
The department of wellness and
will utteml the Mid-America College therapeutic sciences (WTS) will sponHeallh Association's annual confer- sor "Need Line Month" in November.
ence, "A Vote for Good Health," Sunwrs will assist interested locations
day through Tuesduy at the Universi- by supplying boxes for collecting
ty of Illinois at Urbana/Champaign.
donations. All nonperishable food
The program will include men and items and general hygiene items will
women'!: health issues, an immuniza- . be accept~: , .
. ~
tion update and );Ubstance abuse,
o/fS will l;le .~ibJe for the,
biotem>risrn and stress issues.
pick-up and ' delivery,,....,.of boxes. .PickJlcalth Services will be closed up will be Dec. 2. ·
Monday nnd Tue:.day. Anyone who is
Anyone interested in more infonnaill or has an emergency should phone tion can e-mail Mike Gowen at

.

~

mike.gowcn@murraystate.edu or
phone Corky Broughton at 762-6l24.

National Council reviews
College of Education
The College of Education is sched-

uled for an accreditation review by the
National Council for Accreditation
Education from 2 to 6 p.m. Saturday
through Wednesday.
In order to allow any faculty member on campus an opportunity to discuss the teacher-preparation program
with team members, an open meeting
is scheduled at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday in
the Alexander Hall Auditorium.

Fonner University student
receives second bial date
A serond trial for former Murray State student Angelita Turner
was set for Jan. 21, 2003.
Tumer, who was charged with
murdering an infant in Hart College in March 2001, was tried for
the first time in September, but the
jury failed to rc.1ch a verdict.
Campu.~ Briefly is compiled by Taylor Mc1rie Ewing, as.fisranl news editor.
Anyone ifllere.\led in submitting a
brief slwuld Jend all information 10
"The Mu"ay State News'" by fax (11
762-31 75 or e-mail al the rhenews@murrtl)'State.edu.
Briefs must be receiw~d by Tuesday
each wukfor publication.

Need Gifts?

2:28 a.m . A caller reported a
group of individuals making
noise outside Clark College.
5:24 a.m. An officer observed
a subject acting suspicious at
White College. The subject
fled on foot when spotted and
could not be located.
8:49 a.m . An officer checked
on an orange traffic cone in
the Roy Stewart Stadium
parking lot. The cone was
brought to Public Safety.
9:41a.m. A subject passed out
in Faculty Hall.
9:58 a.m. A subject was stuck
on an elevator in Regents College.
3:22 p .m. A caller reported
smelling marijuana in Hart
College.

Friday, Oct. 25
12:12 a.m. A caller reported a
group of people making noise
at the Equine Center.
3:20 p.m. A caller reported a
checkbook was stolen from
Woods Hall.
9:34 p.m. A caller reported
several articles of clothing
missing. A report was taken
by an officer.

Saturday, Oct. 26

two males on bicycles doing
tricks near the Alumni Affairs
Building.
3:01 p.m. A caller reported
alcohol use in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot.

Sunday, Oct. 27
1 :24 a.m. A caller reported
several subjects acting suspicious between Franklin and
Richmond Colleges. The subjects were gone upon officer
arrival.
11:02 a.m. A caller reported
someone tried to break into
h is car in the Lutheran
Church parking lot. A report
was taken.
5:!i2 p .m . A caller reported
several juveniles in Alexander Hall.
8:15 p .m. A caller reported
receiving unwanted phone
calls in Regents College. A
report was taken.
11:47 p .m. A caller reported a
hit-and-run in th e Frankli n
College parking lo t.

Monday, Oct. 28
8:02 a.m. A subject was stuck
in an elevator in Faculty Hall.
11:56 a .m. A vehicle was
stuck in a ditch in the Hamilton A venue parking lot.
12:05 p.m. There was a theft
report in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
4:29 p.m. A student reported
her bicycle was stolen from
Woods Hall. A report was
taken.

12 a.m. A "free parking" sign
was found in a stairwell at
Rich mond College. An officer
retrieved the sign.
12:29 a.m. There was a noise
complaint at College Courts .
10:10 a.m. A caller reported a
motorist driving through the
practice football fie ld .
1i
Oct
11:03 a.m. A caller reported
uesday,
• 29
her parking tag was stolen 3:17 p .m. A vehicle accident
while she was in class.
occurred at 16th and Olive
1:54 p .m. There was a large streets. No report was taken .
amount of trash reported 5:39 p.m. A caller reported
between Franklin and Rich- two hubcaps were missing
mond colleges.
from his vehicle. A report
2:03 p .m. An officer recov- was taken.
ered two signs and a bike that 6:28 p .m. A caller reported a
belong to the athletics depart· · chemical-like smell in Fast
ment between Franklin' and Track causing headaches with
Richmond colleges.
some workers. Central plant
2:28 p.m. An officer reported was advised.

Wednesday, Oct. 30
12:26 p.m. Two vehicles
locked bumpers in accident at
the 15th Street parking lot. An
officer met with one driver
and left a note for the other
vehicle's owner to contact
Public Safety.
12:40 p .m. A student's vehicle
was blocked by an illegally
parked car at the Broach and
Ham ilton parking lot. An
officer assisted the subject
and issued three citations to
surrounding vehicles.
1 p.m. The Murray Police
Department received a 911
hang-up call from the MSU
Credit Union. Employees said
everything was OK when
contacted .
1:48 p . m. A caller reported
bagpipes being played in the
Quad area that disturbed her
class. Subject was advised to
call when the disturbance
was occurring.
2:54 p.m. An officer attempted to stop <a vehicle on 16th
Street that almost collided
with pedestrians.
8:22 p.m. A caller reported
the smell of marijuana on the
third floor of Regents College. An officer checked and
found nothing in the area.
8:31 p.m. A caller reported a
male subject had her car keys.
The subject was supposed to
work on the vehicle about a
month ago.
10:30 p.m. A caller asked to
speak with an officer about
phone calls his girlfriend is
receiving from a Murray State
employee. The calls were not
harassing, and no report was
taken. An officer will speak
with the employee.

Police Escorts~13
Motorist Assist s-13

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Marie P.wittg, assistant news
editor. All di!>patched calls are
not listed.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

... forget the mall, paint them all!

1\ac:~o~ e
Pots & paints LLC
I

paint-your-own pottery studio

Tue. - MSU Day
1/2 studio fee
Thurs., Nov. 14th
Stationary Open House
Sat. & Sun. Nov.
16th & 17th Christmas Open House

Paint a Christmas present
and get 10% off.
305 North 12th Street • Murray, KY
(270) 753-ARTO
Hours: Monday-Saturday: 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

The American Humanics Program (AH) at Murray State
University offers an academic minor in Youth and Nonprofit
Leadership, specifically designed for students who want to
Make A Difference through programs of education, health
and fitness, recreation and character development.
Call Roger We is at 762-3808 or stop by room 105 of Carr
Health Building for an informal meeting.

YOU MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH
OF THE FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE
FALL TERM:
YLN 290

Current Trends and Issues in
9:30 - 10:45 a.m.
T & TH
Youth and Human Services
Sections 1 and 2
(Community Service Learning)

YLN 351

Leadership and Support
Systems in Youth and
Human Service Organizations

11 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

T& TH

Special AH Scholarships & Community Spirit Awards Are Available
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Bush to return to Kentucky;
GOP plans rally in Louisville

'The New York limes'
endorses Lautenberg

LOUISVILLE (AP) - President Bush wi11
campaign Friday in Kentucky, where
Republican U.S. Rep. Anne Northup is
trying to ft•nd off a hard-charging Democratic opponent.
An administration official speaking on
condition of anonymity confirmed the
Kentucky trip without elaborating on the
president's specific travel plans. More
details were expected Tuesday.
A visit to Louisville to campaign for
Northup would be a second for Bush.
Democrats said a Louisville stop by
Bush this week as he crisscrosses the
natibn for GOP candidates would indi- ,
cate that Northup's Democratic challenger, Jack Conway, is gaining on her.
"I think she needs the president to come
in here to boost up her party," Conway
campaign manager Mark Riddle said.

TRENTON, N.J. (AP)
Frank Lautenberg's Senate bid
picked up endorsements from
"The New York Times" and
"The Press" of Atlantic City,
which both cited his experience and record of protecting
New Jersey's interests.
The papers said in editorials
published Wednesd ay that
both Lautenberg and Douglas
Forrester, his Republican
oppon<>nt, were credible candidates, but concluded th at
the Democrat had more to
offer voters.
The Press said its endorsement came with reservations.
It criticized Lautenberg for
dodging debates and said he
has run "a dismal campaign,"
but it noted that during his
three terms in the Senate he
played a key role in the Super·
fund toxic waste Jaw and
other environmental issues.

Rabies-Infected stray kitten
bites Simpson County child
FRANKLIN (AP) - After a rabiL'S·infected kitten bit a child and exposed more
than 50 other children to the disease, residents are pushing for the construction of
an animal shelter.
"If something good comes out of this
situation, maybe (realization of the need
for a shelter) will be it," said Vicki Sharer,
who has organized Little Feet Rest and
Rescue, which p laces cats and kittens with
homes.
A litter of rabies-infected kittens was
abandoned in Simpson County last week.
At least one of the kittens had rabies,
potentially exposing more than 50 children and adults to the disease.

Organizations working
to register new voters
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP)
College political organizations
have stepped up efforts in
recent weeks to get students
registered to vote before next
week's election.
At the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, the College
Republicans, College Democrats and the Campus Greens
registered about 875 new student voters.
Members of these and other
student groups became deputized witnesses th is fa ll and
are staffing booths on campus
to register passers-by.
"It's important to get people
to vote just so that they can
have their voice be heard,"
said Lars Framness, a UWGB
senior and the College Republicans' vice chairman.
The College Democrats at
St. Norbert College have registered about 45 students to
vote in recent weeks.

Kentucky Derby 2003 error
creates early collectible gtass
LOUISVILLE (AP) - A mistake on the
first run of the 2003 Kentucky Derby glass
has apparently created an early collectible.
The glass mistakenly lists 1932 Derby
winner Burgoo King as a Triple Crown
winner and neglccts to note that 1937
Derby winner War Admiral did win the
Triple Crown.
Churchill Downs officials said Tuesday
that 100,440 glasses, about 20 percent of
the glasses that will be produced for next
year's race, contain the error.

3

Two Air Guard pilots may
face charges in bombing
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP)
Two Il,lin ois Air National
Guard pilots involved in a
mistaken bombing that killed
four
Canadians
in
Afghanistan have a hearing
scheduled in January to determin e whether th ey should
face a court-martial.
Attorneys for Majs. Harry
Schmidt and Wi ll iam Umbach
agreed Monday to a hearing
on Jan . 13, said Capt. Denise
Kerr of Barksdale Air Force
Base In Bossier City, La.,
where the hea ring is to be
held.
Schmidt and Umbach,
members of the Springfieldbased 183rd Figh ter Wing,
were flying a routine mission
over southern Afghanistan on
April 17 when Schmidt
dropped a bomb on what h e
thought was hostile fire. It
turned out to be Canadians in
training.
Schmidt and Umbach face
charges
of
involuntary
manslaughter,
aggrava ted
assault and dereliction of
duty. If convicted of all
charges, the pilots could face
up to 64 years in m ilitary
prison.

Danish police anest
senior Chechen rebel

Royal Navy fearful
of contraceptive pill

COPENHAGEN, Den mark (A~) - An envoy for
Chechen separatist leader
Aslan Maskhadov was
arrested Wednesday and
ordered jailed for at least
two weeks after Russia
accused him of involvement in the Moscow
hostage siege and other
" terror attacks."
Akhmed Zakayev, 43,
was detained just after 2
a .m. (0100 GMT) Wed nesday after a World Chechen
Congress con cluded the
day before in the capital of
Copenhagen .
Danish
authorities acted after Russia requested Zakayev's
extradition via Interpol.
"Zakayev is s uspected
for a series of terror attacks
during the period 19961999 and is suspected of
taking part in the p lanning
of the hostage-taking crisis
in Moscow," according to
a police statement.

LONDON (AP) - The
Royal Navy feared the
introdu ction o f the birth
control p ill would spark an
ou tbreak of p romiscuity
among servicemen and
wom en in the 1960s,
according to secret government d ocuments released
Wednesday.
N avy officials .unsu ccessfully urged defense
chiefs n ot to make the pill
available to single women,
and stressed that their offi cers had a "rep utation to
maintain."
The
h eated
d ebate
between the Ministry of
Defense and the A.rrited
Forces was disclosed in a
batch of p reviously classified documents released at
the Public Record Office in
Lon don Wednesday.
In a letter dated October
1967, the director of the
Women's Royal Naval Service w ro te that making
contraception available to
unmarried wom en would
be condoning "promiscuous behavior."

Mystery surrounds
Russian use of gas
MUNICH,
German y
(AP) - Tests on two Germans freed
from a
Moscow theater pu mped
full of a mysterious knockout gas by Russian troops
showed
traces
of
halothane, a gas used as an
inhalational anesthetic, a
doctor said Wednesd ay.
Dr. Thomas Zilker, a toxicology
p rofessor
at
Munich University Clinic,
said halothane traces were
detected in the blood and
u rine samples of patients.
However,
Zilker
believes the incapacitating
gas p umped into the theater before Saturday morning's rescue probably contained other substances as
well. They found no traces
of a nerve agent in their
systems, he said.

Middle school teacher
faces forgery charges
DEADWOOD, S.D. (AP)
A teacher and coach at Newell
Middle School is accused of
using school compu ters to
make phony $100 bills.
Troy Cooper, 27, of Sturgis,
faces seven counts of forgery
in Lawrence County. He was
arrested Monday on suspicion
of forgery, has posted bond
and is awaiting a Dec. 5
arraignment in Deadwood.
Accord ing to authorities, he
made small p u rchases with
the bogus $100 bills to get
l~al currency in change,
some of which was used for
gambling.

Airport security talks
achieve breakthrough
BRUSSELS,
Belgium
(AP) - The European
Union announced a breakthrough Wednesday in
stalled talks on proposed
n ew rules to tighten security at airports across the
15-nation bloc.
Despite the urgency generated by last year's Sept.
11 a ttacks, a dispute
between the European Parliament and EU member
governments has prevented the adoption of the new
security rules.
After months of wrangling, negotiators from
governments and the EU
assembly agreed on proposals to set out minimum

standards to be app lied
across the EU on screening
airport sta ff, passengers,
baggage and airplanes

Hundreds evacuate
after volcano enapts
CATANIA, Sicily (AP)
Mount Etna ap peared
calmer Wednesday, but a
cloud of ash hung over the
Sicilian town of Catania
and small q uakes were still
sh aking the mountain,
Europe's largest and most
active volcano.
In Santa Venerina, a
town hard hit by a strong
trem or T uesday, several
hundred people spent the
night in tents, hotels or in
cars, as a precaution in
case their homes had suffered structural damage
during the quake, said
Carmela Floreno, a civil
defense official in Catania.

Jordan sends home
body of slain diplomat
AMMAN, jordan (AP)'
With bagpipes and m ilitary salutes, the body of
slain U.S. diplomat Laurence Foley was sent home
Wednesd ay, while Jordanian officials conceded they
had no suspects despite
interrogating d ozens of
Islamic extremists.
In a tearful airport ceremony, U.S. Marines and
embassy colleagues carried Foley's flag-d raped
coffi n past a Jordanian
army h onor guard and
milita ry band, wearing
kaffiyeh headscarves, and
onto a U.S. Air Force C-141
military transport.
Foley, 60, was shot by a
lone g unman at close
range Mond ay as he
walked to his car in front
of his home in Am man.
The gunman escaped.

World Briqty is compiled
by Tim Siniard, staff writer

Murray State University Graduation Center
Graduate with all the right stuff

SENIOR SALUTE

~S\J

Grad
Diploma Frame
Prote<:t and display your
diploma with a custommade frame. Perfect for
home or office.
$109.95 - $159.95

December 2002
Tuesday, November 5
Wednesday, November 6

See the complete
selection of Murray
State University
Class Rings and
receive a FREE Cap
& Gown with the
purchase of a 14K or
18K Murray State
Ring during the
Senior Salute.

10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.

·Rocking Chair Lounge
CURRIS CENTER

~:;:;-......-flljililj~ COMING TOGETHER TO HELP YOU
PREPARE AND PLAN FOR GRADUATION

Envelope Seals

REGISTRAR'S OFFICE: Answering questions regarding graduation, degree
requirements and commencement exercises. A representative will also be
available to discuss the Master's Degree program.

Certificate of Appreciation
Recognize and honor that special
person(s) that helped you achieve
your college success. Actual
name(s) can be custom-printed
on the framed certificate.
$15

Per sonalized
Announcements
The best way to announce to
all those special
people. Your name. degree
and major will be
printed in the actual text of
your announcement.
along with the time and location of the graduation
ceremony. Available m package~ of20.

$30

STUDENT LOAN ACCOUNTING: Conducting exit counseling for December
graduates with Stafford loans. Informational booklets and loan summary totals
wil1 be available on that day. A representative will be available until 4 p.m. each
day.

Elegant applique for sealing
announcement inner envelopes. The
distinctive mark of your graduating class.
Available in packages of 25.
$7
.

CAREER SERVICES: Come learn how to establish a career services file
on-line! Infonnation about resume preparation, interviewing and job-search
techniques will be available.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATlON: Alumni Association representatives will
provide information on how to network with MSU Alumni before and after
graduation, how to get involved in alumni chapter activities, the Young Alumni
Association and why it is important to stay in touch with Murray State.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE: Be fitted for your cap & gown, order your
Personalized Graduation Invitations & more! Then meet with our Josten's
Representative to order your Class Ring, and our Professional Framing
Representative to select the perfect diploma frame.
\

~

Cap, Gown & Tassel Ensembles
Bachelor's $19.95 Master's $23.95
Accessories

-~--,~

~

University Store

Bachelor's

Master's

Residential College Stoles $13.25
Honor Cords $8

Hoods $54.95
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Campus groups give back
Our View
ISSUE:

Many campus

Who are better
communicators,
tnen or women? Why?

organizations
are participating in philantropic
events.
P OSITION:

"Men.
Because we aren't
as emotional."
Jo~ph

Groups
should be
commended
for giving
time and
energy to help
less-fortunate
individuals.

Ut

frBShman. Hong Koog

"Men.
Because we cut
Lhe crap."

senior, Louisville

"Women.
They listen more
and are open to
new ideas."
.Amber Wurth
freshman. Morganfiflid

fuml Oyamada
graduilte Sludent. Jilpan

FOOD tl CMT"I
D~ \ VE

others in need. It is even
ea'\ier to rationalize our
guilt by saying, "Oh,
someone else will do it"
Members of organizations such as those mentioned previously are the
ones who take action.

They feel it is their duty to
help those less privileged
than themselves.
We applaud al1 of you
who help in any way with
planning or implementing
these wonderful philanthropic events.

The staff editorial is the
maioricv opinion of the
edttorial board of "The
Murray State News."
The editorial board is
composed of all section
editors.

Halloween commentary ridiculous

Craig Bayens

"Women.
Their ability to
communicate is
higher."

A college campus can cil also organizes a
canned food drive ·for
those in need.
however, to see that kindYou may be aware of
ness is not just a thing of Alpha Gamma Delta's
the past.
Rock-a-Thon, which supMembers of many cam- ports juvenile diabetes
pus groups and organiza- awareness and research,
tions are giving freely of Si$,ma Sigma Sigma's
their time, energy and Kidnap for Robbie, which
resources to help those in supports the Robbie Page
Memorial, or the departneed.
While mid-tenns. dead- ment of wellness and
sciences·
lines, work, cla~ses and therapeutic
low finances may have SJX>nsorship of Need Line
some students, faculty Month.
and staff thinking only of
You may also have
themselves, there are still noticed Alpha Kappa
people on campus willing Alpha's Coat Drive in the
to lend a helping hand.
Curris Center or Sigma
A look at a campus Chi and Alpha Sigma
events calendar will Alpha's Haunted House,
reveal events such as which donates to the MurAlpha Sigma Phi's ray Headstart Program
Banana Fest and Spring and Toys for Tots.
Fling, which supports K-9
These are only some of
Companions for lnde~n the campus events Murdents, or Lambda Chi ray State students, faculty
Alpha's Food Drive, .Part and staff take time from
of the North Amencan their busy schedules to
Food Drive, which pro- assist.
vides food for Need Line.
It is easy to look the
The Black Student Coun- other way when we see
be a very cynical, selfish
place. It is refreshing.
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Howdy, folks. Last week I found out
all too late that there wa.'i going to be a
debate in the newspaper about the
evils.1oys of Halloween. So, although 1
may be a week late and a decent argument short, here is my take on the v.hole
issue.
Fir.;t of all, I think Halloween has to
be one of the coolest holidays ever created; I don't care what its foundations
are, just how people in general celebrate
ittoday. Why, exactly, is it such an awesome holiday? Well, depending on who
you talk to, you might get different
answers.
Some people would argue that the
best thing about Halloween is the massive amount of candy one can receive: of
course. the downside to this is the potential for some serious tooth decay and
increase in body weight.
• Other individuals might argue that the
whole atmosphere of Halloween is what
makes it great. This time of year is our
last chance to be truly creepcd-out
beyond all belief by going to haunted
houses. forests and hospitals; follo.,.,.ing
Oct. 3 I, we are bombarded for the next
few months by holidays celebrating
other events. many of which stress being
w1th family and friends, and in the case
of Valentine's Day, being with a significant other (which, in my ca<;e, translates
to me sitting in front of my television
during a "Quantum Leap" marathon

"The Murray State News• stnves to be the
University commun1ty"s source for mformation.
Our goal is to present that mforma110n in
a fair and unbiased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a handson learnmg environment for those students
interested in journalism or other fields relatmg to the production of a newspaper
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editonal and news polic1es.
"The Murray State News" IS prepared and
edited by students and is an official publication of Murray State Univers1ty. The f11st
copy of "The Murray State News• is free.
Additional cop1es are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

that ha" come to be associated with it.
then this same person must understand
that the: celebration of Christ's birth on
Dec. 25 h. actually a brilliant PR move
on the part of the early Church. In an
effort to avoiu a history lecture (tor more
info, go to www.historychannel.com),
let me just point out that numerous non·
Christian groups had always celebrated
around this time of ye<~r tor various rea·
sons. The Roman upper class. for
instance, celebrated D<:c. 25 as the b1rth
of the god Mithra 'rhe Church, under
~ulius I, adopted the dare as the day of
Christ's binh in an attempt to "absorb"
non-Christian traditions. I guess the
point 1 am trying to make is that Christmas ha'> come to have many good things
associated with it. tQ Christians and non·
Christians alike. Even though a good
deal of its original foundations lie in
non-Christian tradition~. this doc:sn't
take away from what the holiday has
come to mean today. Likewise, Hal·
lov.een as it is celebmted today :;hould
not be condemned fur what some v.ould
call "e'wil" non.Christian foundation~.
Ah hell, guys. All this arguing about
Halloween is making my head hurt. 1
don't think I am going to celebrate anything but Fe~tivus this year. Feel free to
join me.

On

the
John

John Gibson is a cofrmllli.\f for "The
Murray State News."

Administration unfair to Marsha Adams
In My
Opinion

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071·3301
e-mail: thenews@ murraystate. edu
fax: 762-3175

Loree Stark
editor in ch1ef • 762-6677
Ryan Brooks
associate editor 762-4468
Marcl Owen
news editor · 762-4466
Severo Avila
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Kyser Lough
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Karrl Wurth
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.,.,.hile scarfing down a Totino's Pany chance to participate in the holiday. ~1y
Pi:a~). ~w. I am not saying that celeroommates, for example. have been parbmting these other holidays is bad - by ticipating in the Halloween ritual of
no means am I saying that. To be honest, "Hey-let's-make-fun-of.John-and-hisI love Christmas, New Year's and (insert movie character}-costume!" this
Thanksgiving (and Kwanzaa and year. as they do every Halloween. PerHanukkah aren "t too shabby either). It is haps this is somewhat justified. as I usujust that Halloween has a completely dif- ally do spend more money making my
ferent, sometimes eerie, feel to it.
costumes than I do on food for a week,
Others might enjoy Halloween for the and more time was devoted to my
same reason I do; this holiday gives all Ghostbuster outfit than my senior paper
of us, no matter how ordinary or plain (uuhhh, Dr. Wolf, if you just read that,
we may be, the chance to be someone or um, ignore that last sentence). But every
something else for a day. For juM one 22-year-old who dresses up has someday, we are not the John Gibsons, one there to poke fun at him or her, corSevero Avilas or Taylor Marie Ewings rect? So I am sure that many people
of the world, but whatever our imagina- besides my roommates criticize somelions (and budgets, since costumes can one for their Halloween antics.
be fairly pricey) ttllow. On what other
The other comment I wan~ to make
day can you find people walking around regardin~ last week's commentaries
as ghouls. pirates, angels, zombies or involves one that was made about the
even Edward Scissorhands (one or my • 'foundations of Christmas 'and Halfriends went as the latter about three loween (the latter which, according to
years ago)? I myself have enjoyed dress- one commentator, is based on evil pracing up as William Wallace, Indiana tices, while the fonner is centered
Jones and Ash (from the hit "Evil Dead" around the spirit of Christ).
movie series) during the past three years,
Now, I consider myself a fairly le..·eland this year will be no exception to my headed individual when it comes to dismovie-themed costumes. as my costume cussing religion in a public forum; by
is Egon Spengler from the movie level-headed, I mean that I fully realize I
"Ghostbusters."
am walking through a minefield when
I guess a tina! reason why someone bringing up the subject. However, 1 have
might enjoy Halloween is that it gives to point out that if one chooses to coneven those people not dressing up as demn Halloween because of its "evil"
their favorite ghoul or Ghostbuster tht! foundations, while ignoring the good

Catherine
Williams

I'm writing this because I feel that
Marsha Adams wa~ treated unfairly.
(Marsha Adams was terminated
from her job at Facilities Management after a commentary regarding
the department r-.m in "The Murray
State News.")
She had the right to say what she
felt without losing her job. So what
if what she said offended some big
wigs'? If what she wrote wasn't the
truth. then the administration had no
reason to be upset So, she must
have hit the target with her commentary.
I also think Dr. Alexander contradicted him~elf when he said Adams

Writer does good research,
writes informed commentary
To the Editor:
I would like to thank Severo Avila. His
article. "Halloween harmless, exciting,
fun," was educated and well-written.
The people who do the vandalism and
crime on Halloween are disrespectful.
There are many of U'i who do not go out
looking for things to break or people to
hurt.
1 thought Severo's comment on witche~
was very n1ce. There are a lot of witches at
Murray Slate and in locul communities.
They will experience the "real spirit of
Halloween." They celebrate Samhain by
getting together and having a ritual and
feast. There is no sacrificing animals.
There is only love. They live by a golden
rule: Harm none and do a~ you .,.,.ill.
The witches of this community do not
scout people in order to convert them; they
simply want to live without harassment.
Agatn, Severo. thank you. I enjoy seeing
someone make an opinion after doing

had a right to speak her mind, but
then made the comment in the next
line that she was abusive. I saw
nothing abusive about what Adams
wrote. In the commentary I read.
Adams simply stated how she felt.
Murray State is a school, not the
military. We live in a democracy.
not an oligarchy. or perhaps I am
wrong. We are taught that we have
the right to :.peak our minds. but I
guess that doesn't include Marsha
Adams. because l>he lost her job. Is
there something wrong with this picture?
There are people who agree with
Marsha, but they are too scared to

proper research.
Robin Gibson
Sophomore
Sharpe

Tutoring program aids students
To the Editor:
1 would like to clarify points in the Oct.
25 article, "State cuts remedial classes .''
The Community Collge free peer-tutoring program offered in the Lowry Center is
not ju~t for students in remedial courses.
Log on to www.murraystate.edu/secsv/parentsrfutoring.pdf to view the current
semester's tutoring schedule. There you
will find tutoring is available for University-studies courses in biology, chemistry,
geosciences. mathematics, physics, Spanish. world civilization~ nnd writing.
With regard to the Murray State Commu·
nity College remedial program, 1 recognite
that our open admissions policy brings students who have special education need:- in
ut least one discipline. In fact. approximately 41 percent of Murray State's incoming

say anything for fear they might lose
their jobs. What are we being told
here? That we can speak our minds
so long as we don't offend anyone
with the truth? Marsha Adams is a
young lady. I am very surprised
grown-ups would let a young person
scare them so badly that they would
take her job away from her.
I am a 41-year-old woman with
three grown kids. You won't bully
me like you did Marsha. I happen to
agree with everything sht! said. 1
don't work tor Murray State, so you
can't make me leave my job. I gue~s
you might try to tell me I can't get
my higher education.

freshmen are required by our Kentucky
Council for Postsecondary Education
CCPE) to take at least one developmental
cour.;e as a result of an Acr score below 18
in that discipline.
I doubt, however. that the demographic~
of our classrooms are "ignificantly different
from other classrooms across campus. Each
class contains students v.ho are motivated
and those who are not. Among those .,.,.ho
are motivated are students who can meet
the requirements of our courses with minimal effort and those who mu.,t exert heroic
effon to meet those requirements- in some
cases to the point of repeating the course to
be successful. This motivation level cannot
be measured by an Acr exam.
For that reason. I appreciate Murray
Stnte's policy that allows all Kentucky resIdents the chance to prove themselves capable of helping Kentucky colleges and universities reach the CPE graduation and
enrollment goals for the year 2020. Only
17.1 percent of adult Kentuckians have
earned a bachelor's degree or higher. The
CPE challenges us to meet the national
average of 24.4 percent of the population
v. ith degrees by 2020. Kentucky's under-

I think Adams ~hould get her job
back.
Learn the difference between right
and wrong. It v. as wrong to make
Adams leave her job just because
someone didn't like what she said.
Although l don't know her personally, I will stand behind Mar.;ha and
support her because I believe her
rights were taken from her. If we
don't speak up. the administration
v. ins. nnd then freedom of speech
means nothing at Munuy State.

Cathnitte Williams is a freshman
undeclared major from Murra_'t'.

graduate enrollment in 200 I was I 84,318
students. The Council's goal for 2020
enrollment is 250,000 students. a goal that
cannot be met without drawing from the
population. which includes many nontraditional students who will need developmental studies to prepare for the college classroom and proceed toward degrees.
Our COM 161 students recently spoke
about fumou:; people who overcame adversity. Our goal is to as~i~t those very students in overcoming the adversitie-; in their
live-;.
Lana Jennings
Director
Murray State Community College

Write to us
"The Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters tO the editor, Letters
should be 300 wonts or fewer and muse be
~igned. Contributors should inClude
addresses and phone numbers for verificaion. Please include hometown, classifica~on, title or relationship to the University.
'The Murray State News" reserves the
]right to edit for style, length and content
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Ruling the aiiWaves
Harsh words get response
In My
Opin!on

Aaron
Hooks
"A professor
does not fail
you if your
first assignment isn't 'A'
work, right?
So why are we
getting reamed
without even
being contacted before it
hits the newsstand?"

Last Friday morning.
I headed to my 9:30
class, much like any
Murray State student,
and picked up a copy of
"The Murray State
News." Inside the lead
article, I read that our
provost found the MSU
TV -I 1
program
I
worked on to be "So
unprofessional - it" s
incredible." He continued ro say it was "an
embarrassment."
With these hurtful
comments in mind, I
decided to wnte to the
newspaper and clarify
what the students who
worked on the Racer
football games were
trying to accomplish
and why we are upset at
the
administration's
harsh words.
When
Robert
Sanders, Josh Siemer
and I talked of putting
Racer football games
on air last summer, we
figured it was a long
shot, but with some
help from Jeff Prater
and a little luck, two-adays signaled the stan
of our show.
By hosting a program
that was entertaining as

well as different, we hours to put the games
were hopeful students on the air. Our director
who normally could and cameramen are takcare less about the Rac- ing the heat because of,
ers would tune in for a our inexperience.
few minutes to see how
Since we are at a unigood the team really is. versity, all we ask for is
We constantly pushed a chance.
to get more people out
A professor does not
to Roy Stewart Stadium fail you if your first
to suppon the football assignment isn't "A"
team and all Murray work, right? So why are
we getting reamed
State sports.
That's all we wanted. without even being
We never intended to contacted before it hits
start a controversy or to the newsstand?
anger the administraHopefully, this will
tion. We intended to clear things up.
amuse our friends, colSimply put, we want
leagues and classmates the stadium packed
and allow them to see with students for the
Murray State as an remaining home games.
We took a chance and
OVC contender.
The plan worked. put the games on the
People I personally did air, which no students
not know told me they have done in recent
hadn't really known memory.
how good the Racers
With the admjnistraare. They said they tion's and students'
might even come out to support, the next time I
a game.
wake up, I will see an
We are not profes- OVC champion team
sionals. Rob and I have on the front page. not
four game-broadcasting more controversy.
experiences between
us. The crew of up to 12
people who work on the Aaron Hooks is a
broadcast are dedicated smior public relations
and work countless major from St. J..ouis.

Good deed spatks debate
I am a senior Murray
State broadcasting student. 1 would just like to
respond to the front-page
article in "The Murray
State News" on Oct. 25.
When I first read it, I was
shocked, then I got angry
for three big reasons.
First. I have a question
for the provost, who
decided to tell everyone
that the image of Murray
State could have been
hurt because of the commentating broadcast on
airings of two Murray
State football games.
What about the football
players
who,
when
kicked out of other
schools because of trouble they got into, were
then signed at Murray
State? How many times
have basketball players
been charged with rape
during the past four
years?
Second, about the
newscasts the provost
bashed last week, we are
college students. We are
in this field to get better
at it. Of course, things
aren't always going to go
smoothly. and we will
make mistakes. But
that's no reason for the

One of the things that
provost to bash us. I
would like to challenge was so damaging to Murhim to come up to the ray Srai'e·s image was the
TV-I I studios for just fact that one of the comone night to see all the mentators said something
work these students do about n parking ticket.
Uust in case you don't
Let's clear this up. The
know where that's at, it's TV -II crew set up for the
room 822 of the Doyle game's coverage the day
Fine Arts Center).
before the game. They
Incidentally, I would parked at the top of the
like to say I am in agree- stadium and began setment with the adminis- ting up their equipment
tration's decision that a when thex noticed a
particular episode of the parking monitor giving
"Professor Hobo" car- out tickets. They called
to him and told him they
toon was inappropriate.
Third. if the journalism would move as soon as
department had any help they finished setting up
from the athletic depart- the equipment. The mon·
ment, there would be itor yelled back and said
many more spons broad- he had been directed to
the stadium to give out
casts on TV -11.
The students wanted to tickets. Thanks for the
do this. They took the help.
initiative and put in many
The students on the
hours of hard work to crew were trying to do
figure out all this stuff. something nice for their
Then people want to get school, and they got no
mad because the com- help from anyone. No
mentators made a few one on that crew cared if
off-color
comments. they got any recognition.
Why didn't the provost They were doing it as a
just tell them, "Hey, service to the students.
guys. I like that you're
doing the Murray State
games, but you might Jo$11ua Maxwell is a
want to clean up your senior radio/TV major
commentati ng"?
from Murray.

In My
Opinion

Joshua
Maxwell

"Of course,
things aren't
always going
to go smoothly, and we will
make mistakes. But
that's no reason for the
provost to
bash us."

Students in danger of censorship
In My
Opinion

Ryan
Brooks

"Learning
takes place in
an open environment, an
environment
where faculty
and students
alike are free
to openly discuss their
1'cJ cas. "

Shame on you, administr.ttion.
here. Murray State's administration is missI am usually one to applaud you for the ing the big picture.
decisions made across this campus, but that
A university. by definition, is supposed to
is not the case today. Everyone is bound to promote open-mindedness and free thought.
make mistakes. ones we regret deeply later h is supposed to be a place where ideas and
and ones that end up working themselves out opinions are free of judgment. No student
for the good. I don't gripe and complain over can really learn anything if everyone on the
everything on this campus with which I dis· University cumpus is fearful of expressing
agree. I've been here long enough to know it opinions
won't do any good.
Faculty members receive tenure not only
But you've gone too far.
to give a sense of financial security, but also
As associate editor at "The Murray State so they can speak their minds without fear of
News," many stories about despicable losing their jobs. If a republican and a demoactions go across my desk: bomb threats, crat teach the same political science course.
rape and even murder. While I may have their classes will receive two very different.
become desensitized to such stories after even contradictory views.
years of exposure, several passed through
Neither viewpoint is necessarily right or
my hands lru;t week that really got me fired wrong, but !itudents will be put into a posiup. They may not seem to rank on the same tion to question their previous beliefs. When
level, but censorship could be just as detri- learning takes place in classrooms such as
mental to our society.
these, it's because professors have differing
The day after writing a commentary pub- ideas. Tenured professors cannot be termilished in this very paper, Marsha Adams was nated because of their views on a subject.
"released" from her job at Facilities ManWhile students don't have the luxury of
agement. Her words describing what she tenure to protect them from being "silenced,"
thought were poor decisions in the depart- they have to be treated with the same respect.
ment were apparently not appreciated by all
Learning takes place in an open environwho read them.
ment, an environment where faculty and stuDesp1cable, yes, but that was not the end dents alike are free to openly discuss their
of the "silencing" that went on last week.
ideas. When others disagree with those
Following the airing of an animated ver· ideas, it creates conflict. Conflict makes peosion of "Professor Hobo" on Murray State's ple think. When people think, they learn.
student-run TV-I I, an administrator found it This is a logical progression. but perhaps our
appropriate to demand the show's creator administration does not have learning in
Justin Young be dismissed from the station. mind.
Even before watching a tape of the show, an
Maybe, juM maybe, the money involved is
e-mail was sent to TV-II and "The Murray clouding their vision of the importance of
State News" calling for his termination. education. Maybe they would like to leave
True, there are several scenes in the cartoon the education to the faculty. It cannot happen
some may see as distasteful. insensitive. this way. If the administration does not share
even racist, but there are no grounds to call a common goal with the educators, the Unifor his firing.
versity will quickly become a place of profit
The censorship is just the tip of the prover- rather than a place of learning.
bial iceberg. There's a much bigger problem
The quality learning at this University

does not come out of a textbook purchased at
the University Bookstore. The real learning
doesn't even come from an overhead projection of a professor's notes. The valuable
learning comes from critical thought.
Students don't learn anything when they
are forced to regurgitate information. Multiple-choice and true/false questions only test
a student's ability to retam mformation
overnight. Quality education comes when a
student is forced to question his or her ideas.
The administration at this institution
voiced a message last week clearly seen on
page one of "The Murray State News." The
administration's message told every faculty
member, student and community member
that learning is unacceptable at Murray State.
Its message said Murray State's image (and
the resulting cash) is more important than the
education of those paying tuition.
Who gave me the authority to tell you how
to run your University? Who am I ro lecture
on education'? I am a student. The choices
you make directly affect me. I cannot stand
by and watch censorship root out the education Murray State students deserve. If you
tell the students, faculty and staff of this University what they can and cannot say. you
rob them of an opportunity to learn.
When you censor what we say, you steal
from us the very thing you say you want to
give. The mixed messages are not only confusing, but despicable.
This commentary may be too late to help
Marsha and Justin. but you must consider
these words before you think about moving
your iron hand again. You may be reading
this with disapproval right now, but there·~
nothing you can do. I have the right to disagree with you, and I must say, I've learned
quite a bit doing it.
Ryan Brooks is associate editor for "The
Murray State News."
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TV- 11 restrictions create rift between students and administratien

I
j

Last week's front-page article "Some way's assessment of the cartoon as promoting
Restrictions May Apply'· should be yet another "segregation" is absolutely incorrect. His stateeye-opener to the world lhat Murray State is ment that black students are "forced to live in
more like a high school than an actual universi- one college" is nowhere to be found in the actuty. The incident at the TV-II tells us two very al content of the cartoon. Thus I am only left to
important things. The first is that University wonder why Brock way made the statement.
Some may reply that rhe tone of the cartoon
officials exist to teach us how to be good little
boys and girls. The second is that the student was racist. To this, I must echo Justin Young's
body has no control over the policies that shape reply that it was a joke primarily and obviously
about White College and not about the hi~tory
programs such as those on TV-II.
The first lesson we can learn about the Uni- of segregation in the United States. If any !'otuversity officials stems from the "Professor dent on campus was offended by the cartoon, it
Hobo·· canoon that aired a few weet..s ago con- IS not because of the canoon's content, but
taining a joke about "Black College." Gary because the student misunderstood the cartoon
Brockway's response. "It's called segregation," or is highly offended by other people exercising
shows us he either didn't watch the cartoon, did their constitutional right to make inoffensive
not comprehend the canoon's meaning or is statements. In either case. the provost made a
buckling under pressure from the Black Student judgment that reeks of paranoia as opposed to
Council to say things about the cartoon that rational thought
simply aren't true.
What the provost and other officials are
For those who didn't catch the canoon, 1 will doing boils down to censor.,hip of the nastiest
paraphrase the joke. A faculty member walks son. They are not actually cen!>oring for vulgar
into Black College and is approached by a stu- content, as they claim, but are censoring !>hows
dent asking. "Why are only black people hving based on the1r op1n1on of what is "good proin Bluck College?" He replies, "Oh, I don't gramming.'' The censorship they propose vio·
really puy attention to skin color," after which lutes the First Amendment and is the type peoa cartoon cat excla1ms something to the effect ple have characteristically fought vehemently
of, "Binck. white - it's all good baby." Brock- against in the past. Is what the University is

doing right now on TV-II un-American? Hell
yes! But don't get in an uproar yet. Any University official will tell you students do not
have the right to use the television stmion. This
is where the fundamental problem lies. Students pay for virtually everything on this University. including TV -II. But they have
absolutely no right to use the station . This is the
part that should bother students most. They
own it bur are only "privileged" to use it.
Jeff Prater, TV -I 1·s operations director. was
directed to carry programs that give Murray
State a "positive" and "professional" image.
However, this goal is lofty and unreasonable
solely because the cameras are shoddy and
grainy. the equipment antiquated, und nobody
at higher levels of the University is putting
effort into TV -II . How can you expect students
volunteering their valuable time to meet professional standards that require career levels of
time commitment, extremely expensive equipment and large support staffs'? In reality. the
provost's standard kills the station's capacity to
carry shows Murray State students find entertaining.
Let us look at "Jackass" and "I Bet You
Will.'' These are two extremely popular. lowbudget shows that air on MTV and are a staple

of a typical college student's television diet.
Under the University's new fom1 of censorship.
programs such as these. which contain no vulgarity or offensive material, would not be
allowed simply because University officials
don't like them . It reminds me of when I was in
high school and students weren't allowed to
wear certain logos such as "South Park" or
"Beavis and Butthead" because they were
"offensive" in the eyes of the administration.
Prospective students wishing to come here
should learn from this latest batch of censorship Murray State is more like a high school
than a university.
The administration exists to watch over you,
discipline you and tell you what to do. Its mcm·
bers are your authoritarian parents when you
are away from home, and they live by the old
saying, "children are meant to be seen, not
heard." I think TV-It's new censorship policy
i~ ultimately disheartening and outrageous, but
what can I do'! J can only say that if you are u
prospective student and want to go to college
where thoughts are censored and voices purposefully stifled, then be my guest.
Jesse Brenl'num is a sophomore psychology
major from Paducah .
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'Prisoners' support breast cancer research
by Tim Siniard

relea'le. The event raised $500 for the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer
Research Foundation.
Leslie Page, graduate student from
Paris, Tenn., und Women's Center
representative, said she and other
staff members utthe Women's Center wanted to raise money for the
charity.
"October is Breast Cancer Aware·
ness Month," Page said. "We wanted
to do something to increase aware·

staff writer
Seven Murray State students and
faculty were arrested and esconed to
the Curris Center 'jail" Oct. 25. The
prisoners were not hardened criminals, however. but willing participants in a Women's Center fundraiser for breast-cancer research
Prisoners were held until they
could raise $50 bail to gain their

ness."
Members of the Women's Center
distributed brochure~ listing information about breast c.tncer at the event.
According to one of the brochures
distributed at the event and published
by the American Cancer Society.
more women in the Untied States are
diagnosed with breast cancer every
year than any other cancer except
skin cancer. Out of the 180,000 cases
diagnosed, about 44,000 women will

die of the disease.
The American Cancer Society
encourages women from ages 20 to
39 to perfonn a breast self-exam each
month and have a clinical breast
exam by a health-care professional
every three years. Women over the
age of 40 should have a mammogram
every one to two years, as well as a
monthly self-examination.
Karsia·Siaughter, graduate student
from Hopkinsville. was among those

arrested and said she had a personal
interest in the fund-raiser.
"I have a friend who i~ currently
battling breast cancer," Slaughter
said.
Slaughter held a tin can 0ut the
bars of the makeshift jail and called
out to friendo; passing by for money.
"1 just got in here; I don't have
anything," Slaughter said us she
waved the empty can.
Don Robertson, vice president of

Student Affairs, and Ginny Richerson, professor of adolescent, career
and special education, also were
among those arrested.
Richerson said she was able to
raise $196 in anticipation of her
arrest and r.tised even more money
while incarcerated. Robertson contributed $66 and was able to bail
himself out of jail.
Said Richerson: ''It was a lot of
fun."

Several options available for stressed students
by Guier Millikan

stress at the University.
Muller said jobs, linal exams and
other time-consuming activities can
cause students to experience more
stres~
than other populations.
Although she said stress itself is not a
problem. the way in v. hich people
choose to cope with it can be.
"Some people take up smoking,
drinking or partying," Muller said.
"They use these things and others as a
way to get things out."

.,taff writer
Students having difficulty dealing
with stress at Murray State are not
alone.
Between juggling extracurricular
activities. classes and work, stress can
take its toll on any student.
Stephanie Muller, psychologist at
the Murray State Psychological Center, said many students experience

Muller said other re!i>ults of poor
stress management include depre:.·
sion, anxiety and even a condition
called trichotillomania. a disorder in
which people chronically pull their
hair.
For students experiencing difficulty managing stress, there are options
available to help.
"Time management is a good way
to avoid stress," Muller said. "Spread
your work out; don't procrastinate."

Muller also said people who suffer
from high anxiety can learn to relax
more.
"Don't expect too much from yourself; it only gives you more stress
than you need." Muller said.
Muller said J>e'.lple might need to
realize they cannot maintain a heavy
work schedule while in school.
If these options do not work, students can stop by the Psychological
Center. Muller said the center encour-

ages students to make an appointment
if they are having difficulties dealing
with certain types of stress at school.
"Many times students believe they
can't come talk to us here at the center, but they can," Muller said. "Students who come here will find they
will meet people who are understanding."
Judy Lyle, heallh educator at
Health Services. said there are several other options students have for

relaxing themselves, as well.
"Students should have a really
good support system; they need people they cun talk to," Lyle said.
"Exercise is one of the best ways to
relieve stress. When a ~tudent is feeling stressed. they should take a brisk
walk."
Students who are still experiencing
trouble with :'tress can call Health
Services at 762-3809 or the Psychological Center at 762-2504.
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Alumnus recounts Hollywood success
M VIN'
UP

by Melissa Kilcoyne

Although

staff writer

students may
often wonder
if college is
worth the
stress, this
series shows

The back roads of western Kentucky
may lead to Hollywood after all.
After a long movie career sharing
the .o;creen with actors such as Elvis
Presley and John Wayne, Kentucky
native William Harold Riddle is now
enjoying retirement at his California
cottage in Woodland Hills amid a collcation of movie memorabilia.
"The walls of my cottage are covered in pictures and memorabilia of all
the stars of the golden era, and my vast
collection I am donating lO Murray
Stale University," Riddle said. "It will
he housed in a special room in
Wrather Museum on campus."
After graduating from high school
in Fullon, Riddle entered Murray State
with a major in business administration and minor in theater and literature.
He graduated in 1942 and went into
U.S. Naval Intelligence before moving
to New York to pursue an acting

several
Murray State

alumni have
made it to

the top.

career.
Riddle said ucting W<IS one of his
goals from an early age.
"I knew I wonted to be an actor
when I was about nine years old," Riddle said. "(fl) was my lifelong ambition."
Riddle said his favorite film~t were
with Elvis Presley.
''I always enjoyed the films that I
did with Elvis." Riddle said. ··r
enjoyed the tricks he would pu11 on
people in the cast. but some of them I
can't tell because they're kind of
naughty.
"Elvis in those d::~ys was
just a fun-lo\·ing chap. His
buddies,
the
Memphis
Mafia, would come up. and
the.y'd have Coca Cola fights
between themselves . They' d
get u boHie. shake it up and
spew it all over each other."
Rkldle received his
first professional acting
job in 1948. lie worked
with the Hayloft Theater during the summer and received acting truining at the
Neighborhood Playhouse School or
Theater.
Ri'ddle
said he was honored to he one of a
select group called back to

attend the school for a second year.
Riddle received his first Broadway
role in "Mister Roberts," starring
Henry Fonda. His first live television
perfonnance was on ''Believe It or
Not" in 1951.
(n 1953, Riddle became a me mber
of the Screen Actors Guild after perfanning in his first filmed television
show, "Follow that Man." Riddle later
moved to Hollywood and began
appearing in movies.
Riddle's first movie was "The Cop
Hater" in 1957, followed by
"Onionhead" starring Andy
Griffith.
In
1972, Riddle
returned to the University
as grand marshal of
Homecoming and again
the following year as
guest director for the
Summer School of
Theater. In 1974,
Riddle was named a
Distinguished Alumnus.
Last year, Riddle was named
Distinguished Alumnus for
Arts and Dance and received the
Alumnus Lifetime Achievement
Award for his success in entertainment.
Riddle said he credits his
career to a great beginning at Murray State.
"I would tell (students) to get a good

Guest/The News

(Above) Riddle, right, on tour in "Mister Roberts'' in 1966 with Dennis Robertson. center. and Robert Stack. Murray State alumnus
Harold Riddle with Tom Hanks (left) and Kevin Spacey (bottom left)
at his California cottage.
university education first because
when I went into acting professionally, I had (a degree) in my pocket," he
said.
Riddle also said he gained valuable
experience as a member of Sod. and

Buskin and Alpha Psi Omega, an honorary drama fraternity. He said he recognizes the difficulty of succeeding in
theater and said students should only
pursue professional acting if they
"have a burning desire" to succeed.

United Way seeks more student involvement
by Adam L. Mathis
staff writer
Because of disorganization last
year. United Way Annual Drive
planners arc seeking to increase
student involvement and structure during this year's drive.
Co-chair of the 2002 drive Carmen Garland said students' contributions to the United Way last
year were not l'omhined into a
single effort.
"Students do a great deal of

service and donate particular
goods and products, as well as
money," Garland said. ··unforlllnately that wasn't combined in an
all-out Murray State effort."
To help reach their goal of
$20,000, Director of Lhc MumlyCallowny County United Way
Peggy Billington said the United
Way will coordinnte with the
Student Government Assoc.ialion, residential ~o·ollcgcs. Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic Council.

Last year. $18,900 was raised
by 179 faculty and staff members
using coordinators in different
departments, Garland said. This
ycur, officials have spent around
six hours preparing envelopes to
be mailed to all faculty and staff
members.
She nlso ~aid that reminders
will he sent several times before
and after Christmas break.
"I wouldn't say that there's
actually any new projects, it's
JUst a better communication,"

Garland said.
Billington said a greater need
exists for funds because of an
economic downturn and the closing of the Mattei plant.
Need Line, a member agency
of United Way. has requested
$65,000 this year. up from
$55,000 last year, Billington
said.
" I feel that there will be nee ds
met this year that we didn't have
last year," Billington said.
Money collected during the

~:

NFL, Big Screen, Beer Specials
Tuesdo.y: Beer Specials
Wednesdo.y: Beer Specials
Thii'Sday: Ladie's Nite, Karaoke, Beer Specials
f.rid.gx: Karaoke
S<rturdgy: Live Bands
~: Free Pool & NFL package

oyrstewart
Stadium
I

drive will go to the community
through various member agencies that receive conrributions
from the United Way, said Jay
Morgan. 2002 drive campaign
chair. Approximately 20,000 to
25,000 people receive direct aid
from United Way.
"The money stays here, and it
helps people who we live with
and work with in our everyday
lives, and it goes 10 assist them,"
Morgan said. ''One thing r like
about the United Way is the giv-

715

s.

ing, and the pledges arc spread
out over so many different populations of people."
The American Red Cross,
Humane Society, Murray-Callawny County Transitional Home
and Calloway County 4-H Club
arc among the many organizations that receive aid from the
Murray-Callaway County Un ited
Way.
Garland also said donations
can be given directly to her in
Ordway Uall room 122.
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Personalized pottery paints smiles,all around

•Admissions - Last
day to drop or audit a
full-semester course.
Courses
can
be
dropped
through
Racer-Touch from 5
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Submit audit permission
fonns to the Sparks
HaJJ
Registration
Office.

by Michael Driver
staff writer
The most unique success stories usually resull from faith and imagination.
Artrageous, a local paint-your-own pot tery shop, is one of them.
Owner Stephanie Balmer knows
Artrageous is not the kind of business
one would expect to find in a town such
as Murray, especially after she
approached The Murray Small Business
Association (MSBA) with her idea.
Balmer said the MSBA told her a
paint-your-own-pottery store in Murray
would not work.
The idea for the shop came from
Balmer's relatives in Texas who owned
a similar shop in their town.
Balmer was a mural painter at the
time, something she has now put off in
favor of running her shop, and said she
was unsure at the start whether or not to
follow through with the idea
"(My sister-in-law) said. 'You've got
to do this,'" Balmer said. "It took me
about two years to decide to do it."
Balmer said she decided Murray
could use an activity that would have a

•Cinema International - "Brotherhood
of the Wolf," 7:30
p.m., Curris Center
Stables. Free admission.

•saturday
•Horse Show - Intercollegiate stock-seat
horseshow, 9 a.m. to
2 p.m .. Murray State
Expo Center. Free
admission.
•Recreation - Pickup soccer, 1 p.m.,
Hamilton Field.
•Cinema International - "Brotherhood of the Wolf,"
p.m., Curris
Center Stables. Free
admission.

7:30

•sunday

Margaret Harper/The Nmvs

Artrageous employee Leah
Wright watches Amy Norsworthy,
Murray local, glaze a plaque. The
store offers a variety of mediums
for decorating clay products.

broad audience and opened the store
despite. the recommendation she
received from the MSBA.
'There's nothing really to do in Murray," Balmer said . " I thought this would
be something people of all ages can
enjoy. It' s a creative outlet for me. It' s
something I have to have."
The walls of the store itself arc a
work of art, painted in bright ye llows
and reds with "Imagination rules the
world," a Napole<>n quote, painted on
the wall above the door.
''We wanted something happy and
uplifting," Balmer sntd. " Something
son of funky."
The paint on the walls is not the only
interesting paint in Artrageous. Balmer
said customers have their own ideas
that are often quite original.
With the Christmas season right
around the comer, the s taff is hoping
people will u~e the store to make personalized gifts.
"You never know what people will
think of," Leah Wright, Anrageous
employee, said. " If people want to
make something you c an't buy at WalMan, if they want to put their own personal touch on it, (they should come)."
For those who are not anistically
inclined, Arlrageous provides idea
books to help spark customers' creativity. The Artrageous staff also gives
clients design tips if t.hcy get st'uck.
"Eve n if (someone ) is artistically

challenged, it is not hard," Balmer said.
"Once you paint one thing, it's addictive."
The charge for painting a piece of
already- fired pottery begins at $7,
which includes paint, personal assistance and the cost of the piece being
p~1inted .

A whole wall is lined with selections
of ponery that range from simple plates
and mugs to a lamp already wired for
electricity. The prices for the pieces
range from $5 to $60.
Balmer said the store has had good
reception, and there are hopes for
growth in the future.
... More people would love it if more
people would try it," Wright said. "I
think it's relaxing. It takes some concentration sometimes."
Balmer said she hopes Anrageous
will be used by others as a creative outlet. She wants to expand the current
store by knocking out a wall and perhaps add a location in either Hopkinsville or Jackson, Tenn.
Artrageous is already offering plans
for group events and will hold a Christmas open house Nov. 16 and 17 with a
10-percent discount on all the pottery.
Current deals and specials include
Murray State nights on Tuesdays from
5 to 8 p.m., which includes a half-price
studio fee with a Racercard, and date
nights on Fridays, with two-for-one studio fees .

•Horse Show - Intercollegiate stock-seat
horse show, 9 a.m. to
2 p.m., Murray State
Expo Center. Free
admission.
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship bouse, 7 p.m.

Sixty years of quality service, good food makes

Rudy's best restaurant in town, residents say

just another

H

•monday

•Feminist Organization - FEMLA-WEO
organizational meeting, 7 p.m., Curris
Center Cumberland
Room. All are welcome.

•tuesday
•CAB

Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.

•wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Association
senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.
• Rotaract - Rotaract
Club meeting, 7 p.m.,
Gloria's
World
Restaurant. All are
welcome.
"
•Band Performance

ACROSS

5

10
14

IS
16
17
19

•thursday

20
21
22
24
25
26

30
34

35
37
"The N~ws " w~l
comes submissions
from students, fa culty
and staff for the cal
endar.
Please send event
information including
timt, date and place
10
thenews@murraystate.edu or call
762-4468.

LE

Forget about all those
mainstream restaurants.
Murray is home to numerous
restaurants, but students don't
have a clue about some of the
best of 'em.
This new series will explore
some eateries you may not
have previously included on
your dining agenda - places
you can't find anywhere but
in good ol' Murray.
Check 'em out.

Jazz Band Concen, 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

•Faculty Recital
Woodwind Quintet
recital, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

contributing writer

in the wall

•Choir Performance
Quad State Senior
Choral Festival, performances aU day,
Lovell Auditorium.
Free admissjon.

by Lauren Drake
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Although Rudy's Restaurant
has been in business in the
downtown square for 60 years,
it is not a regular stop for most
college students.
However, with an orange and
brown sign that appears to have
come straight out of the '50s, it
has become a well· known landmark for locals.
Dena Anderson has owned
the restaurant for the pa<>l two
years.
"Rudy's has been here for
what seems like forever,"
Anderson said.
With an atmo!>phere similar
to an old country store and food
served with a dash of Southern
hospitality, Rudy's caters to a
host of regulars and local workers.
Murray local Bobby Wilcox
said she considers herself a regular at Rudy's,
"I like the food here just line,
and the service has always been
good," Wilcox said. "Most of
the customers I have seen here
before: they arc regulars, and I
consider myself to be a regular
as well ."
Anderson said the secret to
keeping a steady clientele of
professionals, locals and senior
citizens has been reasonable
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Margaret H.1rper/The News

Rudy's owner Dena Anderson talks with Murray resident Nick Britt as she totals his bill.
prices and home-cooked food .
For Murray residents J.R. and
Janice Belsford, Rudy's is a
favorite stop.
"The food has always been
great," Janice Belsford said.
"Plus, no matter how busy they
get, you still get great service."
Rudy's serves breakfast daily
and offers everything from
hamburgers to home-grown
vegetables for lunch.
"I eat breakfast here every
morning, and for lunch they

Der _ (Adenauer)
Dead person
Deli heroes
Think best
Reposed
Sanction
Players
Bologna eight
Miner's sch.
"Dies_"
''The
of thl·
Ancient
Mariner"
Millstone
Hardy lass
Be ohliged to
Part of GTE

Last week's solution

definitely have the best green
beans," J.R. Belsford said.
During lunch hours, an
extensive vegetable menu is
available to offer a change of
pace from everyday fast -food
fare . One daily special, the vegetable plate, includes a choice
of meat, three vegetables, rolls
and a drink for around $5.
Rudy' s also serves several cobblers and homemade pies.
"When you ~ome here,
expect grandma's home cook-

The Weekly Crossword

ings, because that's what you'll
get,'' Anderson said.
The Belsfords agreed.
"It i.s the best place to eat in
town,'' Janice said. "It's homemade and old-fashioned . Also,
the service could not get any
better, and it' s hard to say that
about anywhere else in town."
To sample the cuisine however, students should plan or.
urriving early. Rudy's is open
all morning for breakfast and
close:; at 2 p.m.

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
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Boots, hats, honky-tonk tunes fill RSEC

this '"''eek

by Kristen Watson
~l.tff

l. Faith Hill - "Cry"
2. LL Cool J - " I0"
3. Eh·is Presley - "Elv ls: 30
#I Hits"
4. The Rolling Stones "Forty Licks"
5. Avril Lavigne- "Let Go"
Source: Assoc1ated Press

0

movies

1. Jackass
Starring Johnny Knoxville
2. The Ring
Starring Naomi Watts
3. Ghost Ship
Starring Gabriel Byrne
4. Sweet Home Alabama
Starring Reese Witherspoon
5. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey IPatone
Source: Associated Press

• books

writer

Red, blue. yellow and green lights blended
with ha1y smoke as five guitarists. a drummer and two keyboardist::. performed at 7
p.m . Saturday in the Regional Special Event
Center.
The Honky Tonk Tailgate Party Tour,
which is composed of Rhett Akins, Wade
Hayes, Daryle Singletary and assistants,
stopped in Murray for their ongoing tour
which began Feb. 2. 200 I. The tour will continue through 2002 with Wade Hayes n:placing Jeff Carson.
" I think the concert was great, and I love
Rh~tt Akins," Dawn Johnson. senior from
McCJeansville, Ill., and concert security sraff
per.-on, said.
During the performance. many audience
members congregated by the stage, dancing,
clapping and shouting in approval.
Walt Garrison, freshman from Murruy,
said he enjoyed the older music. Garrison
also was in charge of security.
"We made sure there were no big brawls in
the audience, which did not happen," he said.
The Honky Tonk performers appeared to
love every minute of their perfonnance.
Interaction with the audience was common.
and they held their microphones out for the
audience to sing along to "Family Tradition."

Jenny Hahn/The News
G uitarist Oaryle Singletary sings to the
crowd during the honky-tonk concert.
Singer Bill Dingess said he has been performing for 24 years and enjoys the variety
of his scheJule. Dingess has performed with
singers Trisha Yearwood. Dottie We:-r and
Johnny Paycheck.
" 1 think this concert went well." he said.
"The drummer broke the snare head during

_____ - - - - - - - [CD Review

1. Sue G rafton - "Q Is for
Quarry"
2. .James Patterson - "Violets Are Blue"
3. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones"
4. Danielle Steele - "The

the show. We were worried we were not
going to make it, but we did."
:
Fellow tour member Rhell Akins launched
his career in 1995 with his debut album "A
T housand Memories." He serves as the
National Music Industry Spokesperson for
the Boys and Girls Club of America.
''It's the giving. not the taking, that mak.es
life worthwhile," Akins said.
Wade Hayes played guitar with his father's
band as a teenager and moved from Oklahoma to Nashville in the '90s. He joined
Chick Rains. veteran songwriter. to create
two No. I chart-toppers.
After obtaining a publishing deal und
record contract. Hayes released four albums.
The TNN/"Music City News" Country
Awards gave Hayes the •"Male Star of
Tomorrow" award.
Legendary singers Merle Haggard, George
Jones and Dwight Yoakam assisted Daryle
Singletary with his new Audium Records
album, "That's Why I Sing this Way'?"
"These are the songs that I sang in the
clubs when I moved to Nashvi lle.'' Singletary
explained . "T hese are the people who
brought me to Nashville. That's why l arn
here. That's why I sing this way:·
Carol Ann Harp, senior from Central
Texas. said she loved the concen.
" It rocked," she said. "They were hot, and
I wbh they would come back."

1- - - - - - - - - - - -

Petty keeps listeners loyal with catchy beats, lyt,ics

Kiss•:•
5. Janet Fitch - "White Oleander"
Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.strangereports.com

This Web site gives you . the
opportunity to play online practical jokes on your friends. Put
their name into fake news stories
that list them as cigarette-butt
thiefs or fool them into thinking
they are Hsted on the Internet
selling dirty undewear. This site
lets you prank away.

~

by Michael Driver

at the indusuy that brought him sue-

staff wrilet

cess.
for variety, Petty is in good form.
There are songs that keep feel tapping but avoid being pop. solemn
songs in which Petty expresses his
disgust and even a couple of slow
love songs.
One of the album's mn:.t effective
songs. "Joe," is markedly different
from the mellow sound to which
Petty u.sually gravitates. There are
no cleanly strummed chord:., only a
marching beat in the background
und hard down~trokcs on crunching
guitar.;.
Like most singer-songwriter:;.
Petty usually tells a story with his
music. "Joe," again a good example,
is about n record executive who
lind~ marketable. auractive youths
and teaches them some guttar licks,
then gets tirh off the marketing
while the mu!iicians get famous.
"Money Becomes King" is more

If you have listened to music at
all in the last 26 years, odds are you
have at some point heard Tom Peuy
and the Heartbreakers.
After more than 15 albums, Petty
has loc;t most of hts contemporaries.
Mo~t musicians that broke out at the
same time as Petty h<Jve long since
had their music go out of style.
However, Petty has attained a
legendary status few artists achieve
and shows why on his most recent
album. "The Last OJ."
"The Last DJ," which also is the
title of the album·~ lirst singJe, is
mo~tly about Petty's &;gust for the
record industry. The song references the last rad1o dist: jockey willing to speak his mind on the air and
ploy music he picks himself,
It may be an allusion to how Petty
feels about himself, us he takes jabs

WANTED: Persons 1 B & up
t:o t:ry a rree rnassagel

of a mourning song than an attack
on the record industry. The music
here is dark. but still sounds far
more like Petty's previous outings
than the har~hly distorted "Joe."
Petty sounds sincerely saddened as
he sings the ~tory of an artist who
lets money take over his life as he
becomes<~ marketing tool.
Other songs are more typical of
Petty, such as "When a Kid Goes
Bad," a song in the vein of his previous single, "Into the Great Wide
Open," although it is neither as listcner·friendly nor as moving as its
predcceswr.
As nice ns it is to hear Petty continue to expand and adjust his style
on ''The Last OJ," Petty is at his best
when the acou ...tic guitar is playing
in the hackground and he ju't tells
hts 'tory over it. Luckily, songs
such as "Like a Diamond" and
"Have Love Will Travel," ure Petty
at his best.

only at Bodg Haven
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So you crammed all week,
rook that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. AU you need
is semi-reliable transportation. gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Murray - Now that Halloween is,
over, focus is shifting to the other
major holidays remaining in the
year. The Murray Art Guild's annual Christmas Gallery is open toduy
and Saturday. Local artists will have
pieces on display and for sale. For
more information. phone 753-4059.

• 1 hour drive
Paducah - More than 225 classic
and collecter cars will be auctioned
on Saturday at the Paducah F.xpo
Center. The cars, ranging in price
from $3,000 to $200,000. are part of
the Classic & Collector Car Auction, which begins at 10 a.m.
Admission is $6 for adults, $3 for
children and free for children under
12. For more information. phone
(800) 200·6030. .

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Cutch comedian Mitch
Hedberg. today and Saturday at
Zanies Comedy Sho"" plal'e. Hedberg has appeared on numerous
television shows and movies.
including the Comedy Central
show "Crank Yunkers." Admission
is $17.25. Perfonnances are tonight
at 8 and 10: 15 and Saturday night at
7.9and 11 :15.

• 3 hour drive
Lexington - Christian artists
Michael W. Smith and Third Day
will be performing Saturday night at
Rupp Arena. The concert also will
feature special guest Max Lucado.
Tickets are $25, and the concert
begins at 7. For more information ur
to order tickets, phone (859) 281 6644.

Grade: 8+

Relax, Worship, Experience!

Yes, if" you have never had a
01assage but: believe you could
benef"it: t:hen clip t:he valuable
coupon below and bring t:o Body
Haven Theraput:ic Massage bef"ore
Oct:. 3 1 st:, i!DOi!.

r-s1 o=-a.;.;: M:.;;.;g; FREE.,
I
Valuable Coupon
I
1 ~ Plus bodywork consult:at:ion \J I

The music on "The La~t DJ" sti ll
sounds fresh today. Petty does not
fall back on pop riffs or rock clich·
es. and the music's raw honesty is
refreshing in a time when o\·er-production is again becoming increasingly popular
The only real problem is the irony
in that Petty sings against corporate
music but records for Wamcr Brothers, a corporate entity if ever there
was one.
However. that complaint is minor
and does not change the legitima~y
of the mu!.ic. Everything on the
album works tog~ther, and Petty
may be one of the best storytellers
of any generation.
Some of the unique songs may
grow old. but the classic Petty songs
are likely to please any fan of Petty's music.

road trip

The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.
Guest Smeaker Nov. 3

Terry Garvin
• Finding the Lord in The Lord of the Rings
A van will be at Hart Hall at 7:45p.m. every
Sunday for evening worship.
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

Sat., Nou. 2nd, 2002
1993
• Movies
• Home CD Players
• New Car Stereos
• CD's

2002

$1 &: up

$299_Q_&: up
$8~&:

up

$2 &: up

• Stereos

• Printers

• Dvd's

•Amps

• Jewelry
• Playstatlon games
• Power tools
•Playstation 1 &: 2

•
•
•
•

Scanners
Guitars
Guns
Knives

Help us c.ollect 3 m iII ion pounds
of food for Murray Needline!
Come out to Kroger on Sat., Nou. 2nd between 9
a.m. - 2 p.m. and Froggy 183.7 will be on hand
as AXA fraternity sorts 3,998 pounds of food.
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Whaley retires after 34 years of teaching geoscience
b y Lauren Drake
contributing writer

GLJCSt/7/w News

Peter Wha ley
makes observations at a site.

The geosciences department is losing a familiar face. After 34 years,
professor Peter Whaley announced
his decision to retire during a reception on Oct 24.
An Ohio Wesleyan graduate, Whaley got his master"s at the University
of Kentucky and received his doctor·
ate in 1968 while studying depositional environments.
Whaley moved to Murray ~hortly
after graduation in order to pursue a
teaching career and has taught classes
at Murray on everything from world
geography to structural geology.
Whaley said he chose to go into

teaching because of the freedom it
offered.
"During that time, in my field. you
either worked for the federal government, the state, the oil industries or
cduca't ion." Whaley sail!. "As a graduate student. I had taught many labs
and enJoyed it. Teaching also gives
you the freedom to do other things
you are interested in, such as
research."
After taking off this fall :-.emester,
Whaley said he plans to teach a full
load during the spring semester under
his half-time contract.
He said the half-time contract
allows him the opponunity to teach,
work on research and travel to his
ruml hometown in Delaware.

Whaley said his long stay in Murray has allowed him to view many
changes and events on campus.
including the minor student rebellions associated with the Vietnam
War.
"Murray has alway:; been a very
conservative campus, so there was
not that (much war) protest," Whaley
said. "However, we did have u few
minor inciuents that were associate'd
with anti-war protest. One incident
that T know of occurred right outside
of Wihon Hall. There wus a small
tank that was blown up one night as
pan of a peace uemonstration."
Whaley also :;aid he h••~ witnessed
major changes in the student body.
"When I first started teaching, girls

had to get permission to even leuve
campus," Whaley said. '1l1is included field trips as well. One Jay. I took
my students on a trip and had no idea
that a permission letter was even necessary. Alsu, there were curfews. I
think 10 p.m. on the weekdays nnll I
a.m. on the Weekends. The mentality
of that time was, keep the girls in and
the boys will behave. If there are no
girls out, boys will eventually go
home for the nighL''
Carruth Kitrell, secretary for 'the
geosciences department, has worked
with Whaley for II years anti snitl he
has had an impact on students, facu 1ty nnd staff.
"I look at Dr. Whaley as a father
figure:· Kitrell said. "He is a \'Cry

KEELHAUL
MY. BUT YOU'RE
GORGEOUS '-"•;;;Jw~._-.__

H~l

--SPAGHETTI-\Vith Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

~M

970

.~:~;~st.

During Whaley's reception, Amy
Jones, graduate ~tuuent from Maylielc.l, pre.~ented him with a portrait,
and he was awarc.lcd a rocking chair
on behalf of the department, a Murray Sl:.ltc throw and a ccrtil1cate on
behalf of Sigma Gamma Epsilon.
Whaley saic.l being around students
for the past JO year~ has given him
the experience to ~ay that the key for
succeeding in college IS as fundamental as it sounds: Go to class.
Said Whaley: "Life would just be
so mut:h simpler if students would
just go to clnss."

IF YOU NEED ME. I ' LL
BE HIDING BETWEEN
THE NEW SPEED BUMPS.

PIR~TEI
M~NI

WWW.JIIIOIIDaOIIHOIIO.COII

DITCH THE KID AND COME
DRI NKING WITH US.

Nana's Place

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

r------------------------~

DO YOU THINK IT WAS A GOO[)
I DEA TO TRUST YOUR NIECE TO
A CHARACTER JUST INTRODUCED
THIS WEEK?

WELCUM FRENDS. THE NAME'S
BONAFIDE T. GATOR, ANN
I GARONTEE I WEEL NAUT EET
YOR CHILDREN!

Clo.e to C:a •p... at
804 C:Otdwat er Road
759-2St4

A Lo v ing D ayeare

- - - $ 1 .99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $ 1.19
s
Dinner - 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

Lunch &

A

r-----------------------~~

SO YOU PROMISE TO WATCH YOUR
NI ECE WHI LE I'M OUT OF TOWN?

Wednesday
Spaghetti !ipecial
1.gg

I

I FEAR NO

PROFESSOR HOBO

B~c::k.!

his joh.''

Chris Schweizer

A

It's

compassionate and caring man. and
the time and patience that he has with
his students is unbelievable. He loves

PapliaiY Pizza

Ge t the slats on:

NCAA Football, NCAA Basketball
755-2975

NFL, MLB, &NBA

2002-03 Who's Who Among
Students in American
Colleges and Universities
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Deadline:
November 8, 2002
Eligibility:
3.0 GPA; Graduating in December 2002,
May or August 2003; Demonstrated
Campus and Community Leadership and
Involvement.
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Baseball awards
follow Angels ' win
at World Series
Now that the Angels have won the
World Series (or the Giants blew the
World Series), the baseba)l world
turns its collective eyes toward ...
well, football. But there is still the
matter of handing out the hardware
for this past baseball season. So,
without further ado. here is one humble writer's opinion on who should
win these prestigious postseason
awards.
NL MVP - Barry Bonds. This one
isn't even close. First of all, I have
neither the time nor tolerance to argue
with anyone who thinks John Smoltz
should win this award. Bonds set the
single-season record for on-base percentage this year with a mark of .582.
That means he got on base nearly 60
percent of the time he stepped to the
plate. This alone should be enough to
win Bonds the award, but he also set
the record for most walks with 198
and
led
the
league in hitting
at .370 and hit 46
homers and drove
in 1 JO runs and
slugged
.799.
Well, there's no
need to go on;
he's the MVP,
and it's not close.

Sports Talk

AL MVP Alex Rodriguez.
lchiro winning
this award last
year was a bigger
joke than John
Gibson
in
a
Ghostbusters cosNick
tume. The voters
Batts
can fix that by
choosing
Rodriguez this
"Miguel Teja- year. He led the
league in home
da and Jason runs and RBls,
Giambi both was second in
runs, third in
·had
great s lugging, eighth
years, howev- in on-base percentage and ninth
er, Rodriguez in walks. About
is definitely the only thing
about Alex is
the league's bad
that he started the
most valuable trend of nicknaming someone
player."
by taking the first
letter of the flrst
name and adding
it to the first few
letters of the last (see also, J-Lo).
Miguel Tejada and Jason Giambi both
had great years. however, Rodriguez
is definitely the league's most valuable player.
NL Cy Young - Randy Johnson.
The Big Unit should easily win ttis
founh Cy Young in a row and his
fifth overall. He led the league in
ERA, strikeouts and wins. There are
other pitchers who had great years
(Schilling and G lavine to name a couple), but The Unit is rhe best pitcher
in the National League.
AL Cy Young - Pedro Martinez.
This was a close race between Pedro,
Derrick Lowe and Barry Zito, but
Pedro is the best pitcher of the three
and had the best season. leading the
AL in ERA and strikeouts.
NL Rookie of the Year - Jason
Jenning~. He posted a 16-8 record
with an ERA of 4.52 while pitching in
the thin air of Colorado. While he
might not turn out to be the pitcher
Mark Prior will be (l hope), be was
the be~t rookie in the NL tttis year.
AL Rookie of the Year - Eric
Hinske. This is a no-brainer. Hinske
hit .279 with 24 homers and 84 RBis;
he was the best of a somewhat weak
AL rookie crop.
NL Manager of the Year - Jim
Tracy. Mark Grudztelanek, Cesar
lzturis, Bnan Jordan. Dave Roberts,
Eric Karros all of these guys played
every day, and the Dodgers still
almost went to the playoffs.
AL Manager of the Year - Mike
Scisocia. The Angels won the World
Series. Enough said.

Nick BatH is a staff writer for "The
Murray State News."

OVC Football
Standings
3-0
3-1
2-1
2-2
1·1
0-3
0·3

5·2
6·3
3·4

by Chris Jung
!'ports editor
Playing in front of a national
audience on the Fox Sports South
Network, the Murray State Racers
(3-4, 2-1 Ohio Valley Conference)
remained unbeaten at home and kept
a collective foot in the OVC door,
defeating Southeast Missouri State
38-31 on Saturday.
An enthusiastic crowd of almost
4,600 looked on at Rny Stewart Sta·
dium as senior running hack Billy
Blanchard led the MSU offensive
charge with 183 rushing yard~ and
four touchdowns on 19 carrie!>.
Three of Blanchard's scores. including the game-winner. came in the
final II minutes of the fourth quarter.
"'All day, I had been getting
through the hole and cuuing it back,
and they were there." Blanchard
said. "Then, in the fourth quarter. a
few plays just opened up, and ltook
advantage of it. The offensive line
has been great all year, and I think
they wore (the SEMO defense)
down in the fourth quarter. There
were some really big holes."
Wilh the win, the Racers have
sole possession of thlfd place in the
OVC, two games behind undefc~tted
Eastern lllinois. Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio sa.id the wm was an
important one for MSU.
"It was a huge win for us in a lot
of ways," Pannunzio said. "First of
all, it keeps us in the race for the
OVC Championship, and it showed
that we can bounce back (and) pick
ourselves up after a tough loss last
week. I'm proud of this team for the
way we fought back. We've had
some tough losses this season, and
today we were detennined not to
leave the field without a win."
The Racers jumped ahcJd of
SEMO early on a 3-yard run by
Blanchard with nine minutes
remaimng iil the opening period.
Junior wide receiver Andrew
Nowacki's 20-yard touchdown pass
from junior quarterback Stewart
Childress pmthc Racer~ on top 14-0
to end the lirst quarter. Childress
was 16 of 22 with 166 passing yards
and a touchdown.
In the second quarter, however,
the Racers surrendered 10-const.>cU·
tive points to the Indians to enter
halftime with a 14- 10 lead. Wilh
two lost fumbles and more. miscom-

5-4

2·6
2·6
2·6

Murray State senior running back Billy Blanchard heads toward the end zone for one of his three fourth-quarter
touchdowns. Blanchard had four touchdowns and 183 rushing yards in MSU's 38-31 win over SEMO on Saturday.
Blanchard was recognized as this week's Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week for his performance.
munication in' the third quarter,
MSU wa'i only able to add on a 46yard field goal from junior placekicker Shane Andrus that tied the
game at 17-17.
The fourth quarter opened with
colder weather tmd a 3-yard touchdown run by SEMO's Keiki
Misipeka. Three minutes later,
Blanchard scored on a 41-yard
sprint into lhe end zone, following it
with a 50-yard score in another three
minutes.
"We stuck with our game plan
and just kept moving the ball on the
ground.'' Pannun1io said. "We did
not have a lot of success early, hut
we stayed with it, and eventually we
broke some long run~."

With 7:17 remaining in the game,
the Indians' Willie Ponder tied lhe
score at 31-31 with a 42-yard touchdown catch following a key R<tcer
turnover. Ponder. lhe nation's leading receiver, came into the contest
with 943 yards receiving lor the
year and a solid average of 117.8
yards per game. The Racer defense,
however, limited Ponder to a mere
78 yards on three catches.
"We didn't play a great game on
defen'>e, but we played well when
we had to," Pannunzio said. "When
we had to have a stop or get a
turnover, the defense rose to lhe
occasion."
After stopping SEMO on a
fourth-down conversion attempt,

by Chris Jung
sports eJitor
Flurries of 3-pointers,
five-on-live scrimmages
and !>lam dunks over guard
rails were all part of Fan
Jam on Oct. 24 as the 200203 season for the men's and
women· s basketball tcnms
kicked off at the Regional
Special Events Center.
A pumped-up crowd
watched as men's basketball Head Coach Tevester
Anderson and women's
Head Coach Eddie Fields
led their respective teams
onto the floor. Both men
delivered similar messages
during their introduction
speeches to the crowd.
''We hope you like what
you sec tonight, and we
hope that you come back
again," Anderson :-.aid. "Get
excited!"
Fields, in his I Oth season
as head coach, also delivered an enthusiastic message.
"We're going to be a very
exciting team to watch,''
Fields said. ''We've got a
gn~at group of new girls,
and I think we're go~ng to
be very fun to watch"
Fans got their first
glimpse of the seven new
~ignces ~md tran~fers for the
women·~ team : freshman
gu:.ard~ Jill Fulkerson and
Lind,ey Berry, freshman
post Lori Trumblt..'C, fresh·

Jenny Hahn/TilL' N(·~'l!~

Murray state junior center Andi llomig looks on as
senior center James Singleton soars toward the hoop
for one of his six dunks at the Oct. 24 Fan .Jam. Singleton won the slam-dunk competiton ahead of
senior guard Antonio Henderson. The Racers begin
exhibition play Nov. 10 against VASOA.

OVC Volleyball
Standings

5·0-0
4-1-1
3-2-0
2-1-2
3-2-1
0·5-1
0-5-1

12 ·3-1
10-6-2
ll·J l
7-6-2
94·3
1-11 -1
0-11 -3

Ul·Martin
Morehead Stille
SI•.MO

TennC!--$et~

l'l•ch

Illinois
TcnncssE'e Stall'

-

Intramural Football
Standings

OVC Owrall
II I
16·5
11 · 1
8·J
5·6

Murr,1y State
r..1stcrn Kt·ntucky 5·7
Austin Pt•ay
5·7
l~1stcrn

1--.

Jenny Hahn/The News

Blanchard capped off his day with a
fourth touchdown with 40 seconds
remaining in the game. Senior
defensive end Ja~on Myers' inh:rception ended any hope for a SEMO
comeback as the 255-pound lineman returned the ball 35 yards
upfield, allowing Childress to lo.neel
the ball for the grune's final two
plays.
For his efforts, Blanchard was
honored as lhe OYC Player of the
Week for the second time this season. I lis last recognition came Sept.
14.
"Billy was a workhorse for us,"
Pannunzio said. "I think those long
runs lhat he ripped off were a rc11ult
of a lot of hard work lhis summer. A

year ago. he couldn't have outrun
the defense because he wasn't in as
good of shape as he is now."
Senior punter Brian Bivens also
got into the act. The All-American
set an MSU record in lhe second
qu<trter with a 90-yard punt and fintshed with a punt average for the
game of 7J.5 yards per kick. The old
punt record was IH yards. For his
efforts, Bivens was recognized as
the OVC' Specialist of the Week, the
senior's first award this season.
The Racers will next face off
against nonconference Samford
before heading into the final conference stretch. Kickoff for lhe Samford game is c;cheduled for 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 2 at Roy Stewart Stadium.

Fan Jam officially kicks off basketball seasons

ovc Overall
SEMO
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead State
Austin Peay

ll

Blanchard scores four times in Racers' win

OVC Soccer
Standings

OVC OveraU
Eastern Illinois
Enst<.•rn Kentucky
Murray State
SEMO
Tennes!'-ce State
Tenncssl'<'-Martin
T enncsst•e Tl'Ch

sports editor: Chnsjung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762-·1468
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Intramural Football
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1·0

•

0-0
0-1
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Intramural Football
Standings

Gr~·t·t.: L~aguc:.

llart
Ht•slcr
Hichmond
White"A"
Elizabeth
Springer
Regenb
Clark

..

!2sJ.r.ruit):

Erat~.:rnil~

1Y.2Iru:.o

M.crt
hanklin
1lester
Clark

7-1-l
6-18

Intramural Football
Standings

· final rou~d.
resembled a potential startThe slam-dunk contest ing lineup for the Racers.
featured Henderson, With- although Anderson said the
erspoon. junior guard Chris lineup was a coincidence.
Shumate, sophomore center
" I just put some guys
Petar Roncevic and Single- together so we could run,"
ton. A panel of four ju<.lges Anderson said.
looked on as each contesFan Jam, which also featant was given one warmup tured a chtldren's slamdunk and three dunlo; dunk contest on a miniature
attempts tn the opening goal and a free autograph
round. Eventually the field sessiOn, is an annual event
wM narrowed down to Hen- sponsored and coordinated
derson and Singleton, but it hy the MSU athletics
was Singleton's time to department.
Anderson .~aid the event
shine. In an attempt to wrap
up the title, Singleton is important and he enjoys
,motioned to an RSEC offi- Fan Jam more than other,
cial to bring a guard rail events held by Division I
onto the court. After posi- teams.
tioning the rail several feet
"It's all about making a
from the net, Singleton first good impression,"
went to the sideline and Anderson said. 'This is the
borrowed two chairs. with time of year you really
two children still sitting in decide now how many
them. Singleton placed the games you're going to
children in their chairs in come to or if you are going
front of the guard rail, and to purcha~e season tickets. I
with a quick leap, he also like this type of forum
cleared the hurdle and better than a March Madjammed the ball through the ness venue. You're in more
of a game condition rather
hoop, claiming the title.
During the women's than coming out flat. Now,
scrimmage, the white team, with eight, nine and 10
composed of Schnakenberg, practices under our belt, we
Bowden. Park. Miller and can look better in front of
Como, beat the blue team our fans."
15- J I. The men·~ blue team
The
women's team
defeated the white team 32- upcncd exhibition play at 7
11. The blue squad, con~ist p.m. Thursday at the RSEC
ing of Shumate, junior for- against Athletes in Action.
ward Cuthbert Victor. Sin- Results for the women's
gleton, Jones and senior game were unavailable at
forward Antione Whelchel, press time.

Re!>idemial College

IR·H
13· 10
6-11

3·7
1·8

man forwards Sheree'
Lauer and Lindsay Cornn,
sophomore
forward
Kalcena Miller and junior
guard Jenny Bowden.
Anderson is in his ' fifth
season as head coach and
introduced four new Racers: junior guard Rick
Jones, sophomore guard
Mark Borders and freshman
forwards Shawn Witherspoon and llilton Tompkins. An<.lerson said he was
eager to watch the team
play together.
"We mesh pretty well,"
Anderson said. "We've got
some veterans, including
five seniors, and some
youngsters that could contribute as well. This may be
the most seasoned team that
we· ve had in a long, long
time."
Fan Jam featured three
separate events, including a
3-point shooting contest,
slam-dunk contest and 10minute inter-squad scrimmages.
Senior guard Antonio
Henderson won his secondconsecutive 3-point title,
defeating Borders and
senior center James Singleton in the tinals with 20 3pointers in 60 ..econds.
On the women's side, it
was newcomer Bowden
defeating Fuqua in a thirdround ~hootoff for the
"'omen's IItie. Both women
made 13 3-pointers in the

Lambda Chi AlpiM

20

S.tturr,•l,

-10

Alpha faul>mL')l;<l

2-tl

Alpha Om•cron Pi

Alph~

SignM l'hi
l'i Kappd Alph.1

t·O

t.<Jd)·bu!;ii

I 0

s.gm., li•gma Si.:m.,

Alpha G~mma Rhn

1-l

Nt•wbw$

2·t
2·1
2·2
1·2

~igmaCh•

1- 1

0-1

Phi Kappa Tau

11-2

r.·arl'
,\tph3 Omicron P1 •B•

1·3
0-3

0-1

Sigma Pi

lH

S1gma Ph• Fpstlon

0·2

2-0
1·0
1- 1
0·0
0·0
0-0

$
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Men's cross country
takes first at SEMO

The women's golf team ended a successful
fall season with a strong showing at the Westem Carolina Great Smokies Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament. The team fired a season-best
score of 300-301-601 to earn a second-place finish in the 24-team field. Senior Kelly Wren and
junior Nikki Orazine earned spots on the AJIToumament team.
l·am pleased with our effort this fall. Junior
Cuyler Hedley's 77.6-stroke- average was the
lowest on the team. Senior Stephanie Baskey
followed with a 79-stroke average. In addition,
sophomore Santie Koch showed improvement
during the season and shot a personal-best
score of 74-80-154 in our final event.
We played against some strong competition
during the past two months, which included
trips to the University of Arkansas and University of Louisville. r chose to increase our
level of competition during the fall for two reasons: to push our players to the next level and
help prepare us for our spring season and the
2003 Qhio Valley Conference Championship. l
feel that all the players on the team stepped up
to the cha]Jenge and have improved over the
course of our fall season. Ending the fall with a
strong finish was very important. It gives our
players a heightened vision of what they can
accomplish and makes them hungry to work
harder during the off-season to prepare for our
spring schedule.
We open the spring season with the Lady
Racer Classic, to be played at Miller Golf
Course on March 10·11. We always enjoy hosting our home event, and I hope you will mark
the dates on your calendar and come out to
watch us play. Thank you for your continued
support of the women's golf team.

OVC Action
Football Scorn

The men's and women's
cross country teams made a
strong showing Saturday at
the Southeast Missouri State
Invitational.
The men took first place in
the competition, boasting
four of the top-five runners.
MSU was led by senior Ryan
Davis' first-place finish
(15:33). Davis was followed
by sophomore Tim Bradley,
who finished second with a
time of 15:42. MSU's sophomore Brandon Lancaster
(15:48) claimed fourth p lace,
and junior Jeremy Burkeen
placed with 15:56.
Host SEMO took second
place in the men's competiKarri Wurth!The News
tion, followed by Tennessee- Murray State forward Jackie T homas, sophomore from St. Louis, attemptes to gain possession
Martin and Arkansas State.
of the ball Wednesday in the Racers' 2- l overtime loss to OVC Champion Southeast Missouri.
The women ran for a secMSU will close out its third varsity season Saturday at noon against Western Kcn tuc~.
ond-place finish, led by
freshman Heather Vincent's
fifth-place time of 19:09.
next week's edition of "The
The discrepancy came on a Soccer falls to Tech
Freshman Megan WalkerUTM
attack,
and
neither
Murray
State News."
Richards also placed in the
official
~ade ~ call. After 4·1 in OVC defeat
top 10 for MSU, finishing the
The women's soccer team
course in 19:34. SEMO won consulting with the line was defeated by Tennessee Women's tennis ends
the women's event, and judge, the officials ruled for Tech 4-1 on Oct. 25, its first solid fall season
Arkansas State p laced th ird . Tennessee-Martin, gtvmg conference loss of the seaThe women's tennis team
the team the game-winning
rounded
out its faiJ schedule
son
and
first
loss
in
six
point.
Volleyball falls 3-2
last
weekend
in WinstonFreshman middle blocker games.
Salem,
N.C.
The
team comto OVC-rival UT-Martln Abbi Cui led the Murray
Tennessee Tech picked up
peted
on
Oct.
24-27
in the
The volleyball team fought State team with her 't hird all four of its goals in the
Omni
Hotels/ITA
Southeast
hard but fell short 3-2 to double-double i.n three first half of the game. MSU
Regional, hosted by Wake
Tennessee-Martin on Oct. games. Cui put up 25 kills, picked up one goal in the Forest.
72nd minute to avoid the
14 digs and eight blocks.
25.
Senior Cheryl Graham and
Murray
State
also
saw
shutout.
TTU is now 3-3-0 in
Tennessee-Martin, which
strong play from freshman Ohio Valley Conference sophomore Jaclyn Leeper
is 11-1 in Ohio Valley Con- outside hitter Paige Sun,
both won their first matches
ference action, won the first who posted 20 kills, 12 digs play. Murray State fell to a
before falling in the second
game 30-24, but Murray and six aces. Sun leads the 2-1-2 OVC record.
Sophomore
forward round- Graham defeated
State claimed the second (30- team in double-doubles with
Theresa
Reedy
headed
the Danielle Petrisko of Ken22) with 18 kills. The 11.
Senior middle hitter Sara ball in for the MSU point, tucky 3-6,6-3,6-1, and Leepmomentum changed again
er defeated Kate LeCostc of
in the third game, which Schmitt added 16 kills for which was her seventh score
North Carolina·Greensboro
UTM won 30-25. MSU (S-6 MSU, and freshman setter of the season. The goal came
6-7,
7-6. Senior Jennifer
OVC) tied the match in the Nikki Wong managed 53 off a pass from senior midWard,
senior Annette Steen
fourth game, defeating Ten- assists, 16 digs (both team- fielder Abbie Perez, her
and
sophomore
Melissa
highs) and ' three blocks. third of the season.
nessee-Martin 30-2.7.
Spencer
also
competed
for
Murray State conc1uded
With the match on the line Wong has posted eight douthe
Racers.
its OVC regular-season
in game five, both teams put ble-doubles this season.
MSU will host Morehead schedule Wednesday at 2:30
up strong efforts. TennesseeMartin led MSU 14-13 and State tonight at 7 ·and East- p.m. against Southeast ryfis- Sports Briefly is compiled by
scored on a controversial call ern Kentucky at 3 p .m. Sat- souri State. For a complete assistant ~ports editor Amanda
urday in Racer Arena.
recap of the game, check Lte.
to end the game.

WE'LL MAKE YOU
FEEL RIGHT AT
HOME IN MURRAY.

Oct26
Eastern Kentuc:~ 19

Tennessee Tech 0
Murray St. 38
SEM031

Tennessee St . 26
Tennesse&-Martln 8
Soccer Scores
Oct 25
Eastern Illinois 1

Tennessee-Martin 0
Tennnsee Tech 4
Murray St. 1
SEM02

Austin Peay 0
Oct. 27
Eastern Illinois 4

Morehead St. 1
SEM0 2

Austin Peay 0

Volleyball Scores
Oct 25
Eastern Kentucky 3
Eastem UHnois 1

Morehud St. 3
SEM02

Austin PMy 3

Tennessee Tech 2
Tennessee-Martin 3
Murray St. 2

Oct. 26

Morehead St. 3
Eastern Illinois 0
SEM0 3

Eastern Kentucky 0

Oct. 27
Tennessee Tech 3
Tennessee St. 0

753-1520

216 N.

Please vote for ...

Rita Henley

15th St.

MURRAY CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 5 ELECTION

+ 60 Deluxe Guestrooms
and Suites

Ask For MSU

Parent Rate

+ Indoor Pool, Whirlpool

Sat., Nov. 2nd

and Sauna

+ Whirlpool Suites
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1210 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
Phone
(270) 759-5910

Given - 9 p.JD.

+ Complimentary Deluxe

"\Ned., Nov. 6th

Continental Breakfast

+ Free In-Room coffee

.

Karaoke

• Taught In tiJe MSU
Chemistry J)ept.

Fax
(270) 759-5912

Proud to be a Part
of the Murray Community

Thu., Nov. 7th

ON THE BALLOT

JlcuuMt • e~ · ~~

·

Live Jazz - No cover

Sat., Nov. 9th
NOW OPEN
0

Murray State employee
(Dept. of Journalism

Communications)

!lf

ec Mass

Staff Congress president

~ Active In church

!lf Things work best when
the decision makers are
willing to listen. We may
not always agree, but J
will listen.

[if www.orville.org
On Tuesday p lease elect

MASSEY
CITGO

~

CITGO

Owned and Operated by
Hugh and Sara Massey
Sunday· Wednesday 6:30a.m to 10:30 p.m
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 6:30a.m to 11 p.m

1417 WEST MAIN ST.
MURRAY, KY
Pre-Paid

Oleo Space
Delivery ( In- C i ty )
M.on. - Fri.
"1 "1

a.m. - 3

p.m.

BIJffll
IPI(Illl

.....,

Open Mon. - sat.
lc~~c~gm
Happy Hour Everyday
3 p.m. - 6 p .m.
luesday
• $1 Domestic Draft (bkken f cJJifu

Lunch Buffec
Menu Available

11 a.m. - 2:30 p .m. Wetlllei._J

- Cheesy Potato Soup
-Chicken Fingers
- Fresh Salads
- Pesto Pasta
- Dessert~~ and much
more... ~. 5.95

H...blnger

........,
(c111erole

(hld&en Pof Pie

I'
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19!!(> l~rd llrun<~> II blue 4·whccl
dn\'c. l l 'i.OOO nuiCJL Runnong txw(h,

7S3·ll i 6
STFEI. I:IUJI.I) ING~l:·Ro<:k Uo1t01n
Prl<:CS!" Go Dou,.'CI und S.wc 20x24
S2,lOO,OO 2Sx30 S3,200 00. 3t>x40
$4 'iOO.OO j 2x44 S5,HOO 00. 3Sx"i0
$6;20000. M;my odtcrs. 1·000.668S-122 I'M>nt."Cfl:•i.ncc 1980.
"'lNI>SHI EU> Rlil'AIR UlJSI:>.'F4<;S
O I'I'OIITU.' f'IY N:ottonal c·h:.in 1'1<..'<--d~
Ofl'.TJIOI for this 111~.1 JMOIIIIC Cll full•
lfrnc. C'.<.llltpk'tc trJimng. l:ttulpmcnt
:~nJ ~uppli<.'S mdutled S.iK :>lan up
p;t<bgc. 1-HIKJ-.655 fi5U .
O IRIS1 .\ I.\S :ii'ECIAI. l·RFH VAOo•
TION (,1·\T·A·A\\'AY Wlulc 'upplic.'
'·"' w/pmdlil~' ol Wollt T:mntnll Bt'l.l
l'.tyml'ntS l'll>Jll ~.!Simone h. frt'l' Colt>r
Cat.tlog
l·Hil0·7Hl· SIH
www np.tctM;tn.n>nt
SAWMILl. $~')') , Nl;w MJPI'R UJM·
BFRMA'IIl .WOn. l.trl(<.·r '-'"P•tdtlc,,
mnrt• <lption s.
Manul:tt'llhcr ol
•-.awnul15, cdw·1's :tnd 'ktdden;. NC>r·
wnod Sawnulls, .!5.! :.onwll Dm·e, llul
falo, NY 1422<;, I·HIJIVi7H ·lj63 <.'XI
,31l()N.
TATTERSAJ.I.S All<;mm DOW'N·
TOWN LI:'XINGTON On·r 300 llc:ttl of
Rc!ltslcn·d Araht.m• ll.tlr/,... rotbl.li\S.
,\1urc ·nwn 2(Xl tu ~II Al)l:;(>luh.: I tors.
es J'o 1'11 Anyon\'S Wants. for <:at:•IOI!
Call: •t05- 330- ')46.1. ADI)IS I'QUlN~:
.-\UC'l10Ns.

TRAVEL
...ACJ' !o~OWL Guar,mtee the helot
sprin~ bl\".lk pri<:e.\! Sooth I".Jdre, Cant-un , jamaKa, Uahamas. A~:tpuko,
tloric.l.J & M:udigr.t.' TRAVEl. flUo:t:,
Reps Net.>ded, EAR.'J $$$S Group o, ....
counts for 6+ l~lliJNJ<.sUN 0·
8!l8-l'l4'1-6571l dcpc 26:!6)/'l'.·ww.spring·
hre'akdi'i<.1M.mts can
Earl)· Spai:lls! Sprinl( Bre:lk Ualwn:ts
f':uty Cnu:oc:! S D-.1ys $29')! lndulk's
Mt.':lls, Parlles! AwoOrne Beaches,
NighM~ Dt·pam. from Florid!! Get
Gnlup-Go Free! springbreaklravel.com

l.ffl!J..671M31l6
Earlr sprin~t Ur~·ak Special~· Cml'Vn &
J.rm.lll.<l tmm $429'. FCt!e Breakfast,
Dinners & Dnnk"' Aw-ard Winning
Company! Group leaders Free' florid~
Vacations fmm S149! spnngbn:aktrJV•
cl.curn J ..$QO..o78-<i386

•I Spnrlg Break Vat-:ttlons! Cancun,
Jamait'll, A<.-apuk'\l, 1-lah:Ull:IS, Mar.~t·
l.•n. 1'1nricb, SPatlre lliJlf> Best Prices!
Hook N<)\\' & Jl,(."' Free 1'-.tn>CS & Me;tls!
GnlUp Oi-.cnunLs, Now Hinn)o( Campus
lkp~! Hl00-2'1+7007 entlle:;.'i.o;ummer·
IOUtS.t'tJffi

A Ut'.AimfTft, COMPLETE SMOKY
MOllNTAL'l 'lt-'EDDING. Original 1..qt

Weddmg Otapel. E"t.-rytlung provk.k.-d
pllotos, \'kleo. flul,-ers, formal 'llo·c:ar, Otl>in<!. Smllkics bel;t \"'.ilue. 1~262·'i6H3
www smolcymtm>.t"ddingch::pds.a:m

MM NF.W GATIJNBURG I'IGt:OI\'
I:ORGil, Smoky Mountains! Rnman11~
he11nsh~pt!d J:Kuai C'~l>ms. 1-'rom
$59/night Weddin~t~ from $199!

CONSTRliGnON EQliiPMI!N'f and
Sttc Elc:Ydlion Trolinlng 'No expeneoc"C
n<.'<'<k>d "4 week trnining :tll'.tii.Jblc 'ft<'C
lr.lining 1f qualified. Call Toll fn:e I·

Scdudc:d hkkr.t"'-'3Y~. gnlL~. kltdl<.'tl.S,

tlT7-l.70-2902

nxkcf1;. fin,.pl:tC't', TV/VCR,

~l-reo!

I·

DIUVER-t!p to $2500 Sign-On Bonus!
800-45.}0569.
Fbr~ C.ompany, l.r.t.-e Pul\:hase &
Owoc'l' Operator. Great Pay, llonU5,
Jn,ur~ncc, 401K. Good Homdune &
Mib1 Boyd Bros! 800-54~2~
Banc:ndJnaTralnfts Needed, $250 II
DRIVI-J(S, Company Dnve~ans
t.by potential, l.ot.':ll Posit•ons. J-80()..
Home Most Weekend.;; Late Model
293·3985 ext 164
i!qutpmcnt; Requi~; Class A Cl 11n3
l£AD:,, U:ADS, LEACh. IJI'E AGI'.NI'S,
y,. Old' 2 rrs. t::'lp. Regent Truckill!l.
arc yt.lU tirt'd of tlnving? :il<ly tn your
Inc. t~26-n442.
olJ't'3 wuh Unton I..Jhor Ufe, the onlr , DRIVERS, over the mac.l, 35 ~nes 11at
UniOn~wned Cnmpany serving Krn·
wnh sides, late moc.lel<:ort\cnunn:ll>. 3
rudcy's workf(')l'(e, Ctll Don I-M0-7j(j. yean. cxpenence. $2,000 Sign On
0207.
Bonus. sun .,34¢ ·.31!¢ mile:+ l>l·Ot·rus.
c~u <HOOJ 444-664R.
DRIVER·FL...TBED DRIVEit'i NEEDEI>I
Fraternities • Sororities
Compchtivc Pay, lnc:enuV<" Prtl!(r.tm,,
Clubs • Student Groups Full lkncfics, As...;ttncd Tnt<ks, Guarani~ llome Tint<!, t'lottlx."t.l Tt~trtJng
AVIIII.able. ~ months :.olu experiCIKt'
Eam $1,000·$2,000 this semes·
required. HOIJ-441~1271 t.'Xl.-l~l'l35.
ter with a proven Campus·
ORIVERS·DilDICATED
H.A'IIlP.O·
lloml'! Ohen "Top l':ty l!c tx·m·fits •Nl'W
Fundralser 3 hour fundralsing
As_,igned Tr-.~<:tor-, lltring lkn:nl
event. Our programs make
school gr~ds for Regic>nal & OTR. No
fundraislng easy wtth no risks.
l'.xp or COL? Company Tr.. inmg &
Fundralstng dates are filling
Trdinee Pay Avolilahlc H!00-635·7091
quickly, so get with the program!
DRIVERS: SUn up to 36 cents pt•r !Ttile,
II works. Conlact Campus·
2 ye-.rr.. ~XJX'TIC1l<.'e re<jUirt:d. l)fM: ll
late fll<>lk:l t'n:ightllll<."'' Wtlh 'iOCI hmJ;t.'Fundraiser at (888) 923·3238, .or
powcr, Fl:.ilhed only. Horne
ttJI.
visit www.campustundralser.com
ends. Ctll Deaton H00-2'>5·'>562.

HELP WANTED

DRI\.1:R' CONTRACfORS anJ COM ·
!'ANY IIRIVFR.'I , ltpro $2,000 SIJ:ntng
lklnus. l'k·nty ol nuk:s. Grt.:'.lt pay .md
benefitS. Orte ye:tr OTR •Jnd CDI~A
RCfJUtied www rohcr$Clndnvcrs corn

:-!El::DEO! 100 Onvcr Tr.tlnn-s fm
lmrncdiatc job Opening!. Gt.·t your
COL's 111 15 dayl;, No monev dt"vn.

S00-47J-5581

upt'l'.Jtor- or l'Qittp;my dnvcrs. Air·
f=ght . Tr:t<.lor pun·l.ase a\1tll;llllc.
<lN<·A COl. 1 Yl'Jr OTR. C:IU IJ00.7Ha73S7 or 2pply orilinc '1'.'\\'W l:mdJir tUn.
TRUCK DRIVING SCHOOL ' l'o'o Mf)OC.')'
Dcm.n 'Etm up to $35,000 your first
year 'I OOW. Job PL'lremt:nt .A.<sista nu:
'Company TuJUon Rcimburli<.'lll<.'nt
C.:tlltoll fl'l--e 1-87?·270-:!902
KEI-.P ON TRllCKIN.Cfl 1s now Htnng
Company "O'IIoner Opcrawrs 'Stn,.:lcll
.: md Tt.':lms "I.0.1tl< with llltlc:; UV'.ul;~hk·
lmmed~tlelyl A:;k alxJUI our ~pousc·
tr.Jirung pmgr.tm . Call l-8<Kl·CFI·
DRIVE W\\.'W.c;fidriw.cum

TRANSI'ORT·
lc.':t~'T In Miles 9 y..-Jrs in " row. Nnw
hiring l'.xpcrlcnccd Tt::~nlS, Solo:; and
DRIVHR·CO\'ENA,..,,.

Tr:~inc~.

Owner

Opt•r.uors-Solos/

J'carm 1!.3¢ C:IU 1-81!8-MOkl!-PAY ll·

138H-667-3729)
DRIVERS $35,000p/Yt':lr + UcocofllS/16
D·.ry CI>L ·rr:unlng/Pb<.'Crllent AvaiLable
w(J'op Comp:mtt.:.'l In The Industry·
I'U!Uon ke!lmbur.~t.'111C.'III AV'Jtl:<hlc II
Quahl'ie<Vfr<'t.': 1-H66- 2·i l-3644 loui.~
vlllc 1\"Y
I>RIVL'It'>! Ar•• You Lnoking for Swhll·
"Rt.•sp.·t·t •"< lnt<'gruy•• 'l'rid;~y p;•ydlyr-1 •l'armly VuR"CIIl:tll 'ConsiSlcnt
,\1tlc'! 'In C;th t... n~:~il! '•IOIK PLml 2·
hour
l'rt.ll'Cs~m~tl
I!00-7l7·H74
WWW,('IInlillt'J\I,JJX.C()nl
$.,i5 fill I·YF.AJ{ EXI'I'IUENCI!. You
dt'5CIVC this mud1. I'I.U'i HOMI'.T1ME!
More cx,pc:rl<·n<-c mcan,o; rn<m.- p;~yl 12
months. O'J'Il ll'quir~-d. He;~rtland
l:'.xpn:~ 1·800-4'11-'19S3 www he11n ·

•I)"

l~ndcl!pn:o~,.t'tllll

OIUVF.R.•>-joln one ot the he~ tnJ(ktnl(
companies 111 the counlry. Home
weekt·nd.<, No NYC. 97'11> No Toudtl
C.omp;~ny Driv<·nt, Owner Opo:r~tnrs 2
year}; orR l'l'qlltrcJ 1-000-633-912~ I·

R
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Call l-877-274-78K3.
DIUVUU llllfl)(."\\latc Opening.,, Owner

REAL ESTATE
{2) L<X; IIOMf.') l.ake C\unbcrl;l!ld,

.$79,900, 2 Authcnuc loH
home, I new, I old. GOfRI'mts vk·ws
on main channt.!l. .'it'<.·luck-d ~~~-taw:ty
Paved roads, wawr, u/11 ulihlu-~ .
Financmg. Won·• last (AI.l6J 770-9)11
ext. H69.
I.AKE Ht"RRlNGTON, KY New l.llkefmnt log Home. 2 At'S. with IRO' ol
lakcfront. AUtllt:llll<' IHOOSQ ft. ll!R
home w/100 ft, of .Juck:iblc l.tkl·front,
P~vetl road,, u/g utilitic.~. Only $1'19.900
Won'rt.zot- CIH Now' (AOO) 77().93H
KY Only

ext.

www.CJ1e'(r~ll.'fXH1.axn.

904.

•127 ACRI'.,'o 011 TIMBI!R I.ANI)
Edmonson County, 1\Y llunt<'rs' p;tr·
udL'iC l.c~ c:.thlns :.v:.ll:tblc• ...X'III dh1t.k~.
Call OWOC1 l•Z7().7~.(i05j,
I.AKl·: BAHGAIN SZ4,900. l'n:e coo.'t:'f'C\1
bt"'t ~lip' Gently ~loping lake ,;cw
fl'.JI\'CI w/ nlc-e mix ollow rolling ntel~O
~s & tree;. Abut' n:uion:tl fon.~ on
35,000 acre reCil';ltion;J! lake In Tenn.
l':lvt.-d ruatb, w.ucr, st:wcr, mon·
1-'.xcdlent fm:~ncmg. Call now 1-80().
704-3154. ext 348.

~11SCELLANEOUS
WI:Alllf.R AND 1'.\II!R<ii!NGY repairs
o{ h:trno;, hou~ and g:tr.tge:>. Gall

Woodlonl lin><. Inc for lolraighrerun)l,
j;t<kmg, <.tbllllg .rnd we:nht'r rclawd
rt'Jl:llt'l. loHIKl OIJ lklm. www 1~1·
Uld-ll.tm.com
II.AYH YOU

lAKI·~'II

llAYCOIJ You

rn:ty he <'fltlllc:d to money. Call Allor·
m:~ lr.l llmnhant ut I HllQ-i.l7-"i661
Thb 1:> ~n :rdvt·J1i'l<.'n•t~nt.

Clas$ifieds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due when ad is
plattd.
Tbe Mun:ay _Stale Neu•s
UlWliSooHall

Looking for a job, a car, or a vacation destination?

Find it in the classifieds!

Classified advertising is a great way to buy and sell, publicize an upcoming event or to send a message ro
that special someone. Discover the power of classifieds.
Classificds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday
Payment is due when the ad is placed.
25¢ per word for the first 20 words.
20¢ for each additional word • Minimum charge is $1

111 Wilson Hall • (270) 762·4478

, It's

NIEON IBIE&C::H
Tanning & Storage Rental

Tues. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 1i! a.m.

75% off af! Swimwear&'

Hours

f\i.. Sat.

812· Whltnell Drive
Murray

Cbsed Sclndilll

753-3333

8

8

Experienced
Reliable
Informed
Hard-Working
Dedicated
Be-Beet DORIS PARHAM
11 the Murrav CIIV Council

#3 on ••••net Nevember 5, 2002

s

tO% discount off tannlnJi! PackaJZes
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

Mon. ·Thurs.

76~·0040

Wednesday
Spaghetti !ipecial
1.99

a.m.· 9 P.m.
a.m.· 8 P.m.

Credentials:
Director, Adventures in Math &
Science Program, MSU
Secretary, Kentucky Black Caucus
of Local Elected Officials (I{BC-LEO)
Nominee for President-Elect, National
Association for College Admiss·ion
Counseling (NACAC)
2002 Graduate, Leadership West Kentucky
1995 Graduate, Leadership Kentucky
Current Student In Murray State University and
University of Reading Ph.D.
Program, Educational Leadership
Paid lor by

.~;:·!st.
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CAN THE TIME YOU SPEND
WATCHING MOVIES
COUNT AS CREDIT HOURS?

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
02002 Blod<buster Inc.

-- -~

-

with Meal Sauce or Marinara Sauce
---$1.99---

Pnglini# Pizza

Doris Parham

FREE ID WEEK!
November 11·15
ONE WEEK ONLY!

- - SPAGHETTI--

DINNER SALAD $1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch & Dinner- 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

PLEASE VOTE FOR

COHIHG SOOH....

B~c:k.!

753-2975
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Henderson:

Vote:

Campus to attract
incoming 'Hoosiers' .

From Page 1

From Page 1 '

.

rounding communities j
Yates said Kentucky has one of
the lowest rates in the country of
adults who hold degrees. He snid
the national percentage is 25 percent; Kentucky's percentage is 17
percent, and Henderson County's
is 13 percent.
"There arc a lot of students who
have finished community college
but can't go anywhere to finish
their degrees because they have
familie~." Yates said. "If we' re
going to improve Kentucky's (percentile). we have to- reach out to
them."
'
Alexander said he hopes the
new facility and increased visibili-

ty will help the region retain
prospective students.
"The irony of this opportunity is
that we're going to be educating
students in a .s chool that closed
down because too many young
people left the region," Alexander
said. "We're going to work with
Henderson to keep the young people there, as well as attract new,
bright students from Indiana."
Yates said although lease negotiations have not yet been completed, he thinks the logistics will
be .settled in the near future.
Said Yates: "We assume there
won't be any problems, and we'll
have spring classes there."

orxJ ttducnl~ . II'• t4fl bast Ol'fS-r
lo o lot o/lifo I iough.n •1uul.ions.

A

november 1, 2002

Credit:

Web site lists contributions MSU prohibits free gifts,
sees application slow-down
der.
Lois Combs Weinberg, Democrat nominee for the U.S. Senate,
is challenging McConnell in the
November general e lection.
Rose said some people think
the re is no difference between
some candidates, but he stresses
there are many d ifferences.
"They think they are no different than Tweedle-Dee and Tweedle-Dum. but there is a big difference between someone like
M cConnell and Hillary C linton,"
Rose said.
Brett Keohan, Murray State
University Affairs c hairperson,
said the program is a good idea.
Said Keohan: "Students who
have grown up supporting a certain candidate may decide he is
not the one they want to vote for."

The
same s pecia l-interest
groups rate Whitfield with similar
ratings.
Campaign contributions are
also documente d. Accord ing to
the site, Bunning received $4.26
million in do nations with $ 1.4
million from political-action
commiuees, and M cConnell
received $2.9 million with over
$588,000 from PACs.
Whitfield 's campaign contri butions totaled more than $ 1.4 billion with $744,000 contributed by
PACs.
Whitfield is curre ntly being
challenged for his cong ressional
seat by Hopk insville attorney
Klint Alexander, the brother of
University Presid ent F. Ki ng
Alexander and son of former University Preside nt Kern Alexan-

From Page 1
"I like to ask if Lhey know
what interest rate they are paying." Reed said. '1"hey arc generally aware they are targeted
by credit-card companies. They
know they arc a vulnerable
group."
Some univen;ities in the United States allow credit-card
companies to solicit college
students to apply for credit
cards. but the practice is
restricted by officials at Murray
State.
"We do not prevent creditcard companies from coming to
campus," Jim Baurer, Curris
Center director, said. "We do
prevent credit-card companies
from giving away free gifts as a

--SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

Wednesday
!ipaghetti !ipecial
1.99

- - - $ 1 . 9 9 - --

DINNER SALAD- $1.19
Lunch &Dinner - II a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

Papliaif Pizza

970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

20% discount on all your paint and
supplies.

753-2975

- -

RI C KY

'~Will~

~SCRAPBOOK PATCH & GIFTS

Honest + Fair
+Dedicated

·• Largest Selection 4 Latest Designs • Lowest Prices Around
• Friendly Atmosphere • Speciallzing in suppUes for:
• SPORTS • RECREATION • TRAVEL • HERITAGE
• SORORITIES ' BABY • WEDDING A more

416 Main St. • Murray's Historic Downtown •
Phone : 753-0859

Vote Tuesday, November 5th, 2002
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VIdeo !iuper !it:ore

Marw of YOUr favorite dassics & new releases!

• Over 3.000 DUDs in stock!
·New arrivals weeklY.
The best selection (l PS2, GameCube & XBOX bS in town.
714 N. 12th Sf. rt r-SM~tc.J 'l53·'l6'l0

lmon~
UNLIMITED

$45 for one hour
session

•Caf to~ an appombna.t
(1'ue. ~ Sat.)

00~~00

·20°/o Discount
for MSU students or
~rity Girls
We also have the

New

Air Brush Tanning
by Healthy Tan.
$~492

for 1st se&iSIODI

(Reg. $35D2)
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59-8866
I
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Blue Mother Tupelo (Delta
es Band)
Featured In KY Lake Hot Ausust Blues Festival

c.- lqr an appolilt:aent

L..,..........,., h

L AMKIN

MURRAY. KY 42071
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http:/ /lamkinlaw.com
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HOME: (270) 435-4635
raJamkin@lamkinlaw.com

PLEASE VOTE FOR
'

$29U

A.

304 NORTH 4TH STREET

OFFICE: (270) 735· 1737
FAX: (270) 759-4625

www. thenews.org

Sh op pes of Murray - -

ATTORNEY AT LAW

"The Scrapbooking Store Everyone Is Talking About"

+

way to get people to sign up."
Baurer said University officials were concerned a couple
of years ago with credit-card
companies coming to campus
and offering free gifts if studenLc; filled out an application.
They have since placed restrictions on the practice.
"We decided to e liminate the
free gift as a means to get people to sign up." Baurer said.
"Most credit-card companies
decline to send anyone in when
they cannot give away free
gifts."
Baurer said the restrictions
have greatly cut back creditcard compnny vbits to the Murray State campus.

B~c:k.!
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the murray state news
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